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• • ·~·· • ··- ,.- • a·c, .•••... • 
In this study, an investigation.has been made.of the static 
and fatigue properties of ~l/2-ino 270 lcsi 7-wii:e prestress·i-rig strando 
The specific properties investigated were the stress-strain relationship 
up to u 1 ti1nate loa<l, --f'atigue life under laboratory conditions, and the 
effect of low temperature on the fatigue life 0 
--- . . -·. 
· Samples .of strand from five different manufacturers were used 
to establish the stress-strain relationshipso The results indicate 
that all samples meet the minimum requirements specified in ASTM A416-64 • 
The, S-N relationships were. developed fo'r strand from three · 
of the manufacturerso In each case, two different minimum stress 
. 
... ,.... levels . (40% and 60% of the· minimum specified ultimate pr,.ength) were 
used. -
A statistical analysis was made of the data, and equations 
------ .---
____ .. ____ , ____ ,, ___ are developed·which express the fatigue life as a function of the · ---
- - .•-· ----------··--- --- --------------------- ----·-···--·- .. - ·----- -----·- ---·---·-·----· !.------- --------_--- - --:~:im~=- a~d maximum stress levels. 
. . . The resulting· S-N relationships · 
. "' -·-. -. 
~ 
are compared with those developed in earlier work for 7 /16-ino 250 ksi 
7-wire strand. 
.. -------· -- .. -· .. -·--«·--· ___ ... _______ ..... . 
-~---· 
--· . ··--·------- ----·---·· 
··-····· .... --- ---·-·-----------
_ ----~- -~---- =--------------------- - --. - . Finally, a, pilot study was-mcid-e 6£ the effect of ·low.temp-era-
···--··---.. ------··-· ---··---···------ . . ..•..... 
ture (0°F) on the fatigue life of the ·1/2-ino 270 ks_i strando · Samples 
· · from all five manufacturer-s were included in this part of the inve~ti-
• 
. 
. -- ---·-·-- - 1 ·------·---···--··----·-·--·----~-· -···· . ·- ··------ -· ----- ··:··-· ----· ---· --·--·-------·--·-· -----~--·-·-··-- .••••..••••...•••. ·- -- •• - ·--·-·- -··--. ·- •• _,, _____ •. • ~- ---- . . ·. ' . . . . . ' '' 
' - -- . . . . . . . . ' -, ,-- -- .. ' . ~! - -. --- - . . . . -
gationo The sp.~cimens .tested at low temperature were compared with- a 
·, ........... r - ........... .,., .• 
-1-' . ) 
.. ~~; ... ' '. . ' . 
\' 









group tested at normal laboratory temperatureo One stress range 
f' 
s-ms 
= 0 .. 80.~~fv· ) was used in all tests. 
·. s-ms The results indi-
cate that this decrease in temperature apparently has little effect 
on the fatigue life of the strando 
c•-n-. · . 
. . ' . ·, 
·. . . .. '• , . - -:· • -· - -.--· -- -r____::_-:_-_ ___.-:__.-~ 
·-·-:-. 
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1. I.NT ROD UC TIO N 
1 GI 1 . BACKGROUND 
' l. ... ,\ .. ,\ ! l 
In 1949, a new era in construction was begun'with the start 
of the erection of the Walnut Lane Bridge in Philadelphia& Completed 
in 1951, it was the.first major prestressed concrete ~tructure to be 
erected in the United st·atesQ Since that time, prestressed concrete 
!,._, \., 
·has moved forward and taken its place as a major construction methodo 
Its importance is emphasized by the results of a UoSo ·Bureau of Public 
Roads survey for the years 1957-60, which showed that 2052 prestressed 
·, 
,, ' 
concrete brid&es has been authorized for construction.~8) In the years 
since then, prestressed concrete has gained significant importance in 
other construction areas such as buildings, towers and foundationso 
The initial fabrication methods were adopted, in most cases, 
from European practice where prestressed concrete has been used ex-
~-~ ___ tensively s_ince_the ___ l93.0's.JL ______ In ___ theyear.s ... since_,l949., ___ however_, ____ COn-
. . 
struction procedures and methods have been· geared to 1\meric~n manu-
. ····· ~-"--- - facturing and labOr conditiOns,(7) and as a result, most prestressed 
I' 
c'\ 
c.OL'lcrete flexural members in the United States are now manufactured 
' 
by the pre-tensioning method utilizing 7-wire strands. (Fig-o . 1), .as·.·. 
IJ 
----·------------- ----------~-- ·-····-·· -·- -- -- ·----- ---- ------·----·----- ---- ..... .,, _____ . · •. --------------,.1,..C... . ----- ·-.··-
Europe o 
. ' 
~-,···-··-----·----·:··--··-.--.. ----·--·---· .. ····--····---·-"·-·---·----- · · ·. · -- ·, Wiffi e'acli new improvement ih material or technique~· tfie .. ~e · · ·. · · ·· ~-:. · · ·_ · · · 











the standards established for safe, useable, and ~conomical life span 
' of the structureo 
lo2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
·,:·\r.., In the literature inyestigated, a common comment made by the 
authors is that research· in prestressed concrete has lagged behind 
actua-1 usage. In many cases, what ·was termed :research was genera1-1y 
nothing more than user acceptance tests designed to indicate that a 
particular member was safe under the design .,loading which was simu-
lated by the test conditionso In recent years, this trend has changed, 
and actual ~est programs have been organized to obtain the ·-relevant 
properties, first, of the basic components, and then, of the -manu- _ 
factured members.· 
In Europe, as previously mentioned, individual wires of 






---1 - ·-- - ---·- - - -- - ----- -----·-~-----------------~- -- -- -- ~ - ------- --- - - --····---- ---·------·-·-----·-----· - -- ------·---
., ······------------_]_-____ -____ -__ -____ -__ -_ ------· _ _ mefit_s_~---aua--·~rs·--·a--r es u 1 t ;-·-·i h-e i r pr ope rt i es a r·e tab u 1 at ed in most ma nua 1 s -----~--------- --- l 
. I 
on the subject._ Therefore, the use of the 7-wire.strand in the United 
States has required a completely new series of tests to establish 
structural behavior characteristics~ To further complicate matters,. l 
-- --·----- - . - . - - - . --------·-··------· - ---·, ----------------·-·- ··I-
. - . -----
.. - ------ .. , --- --------- ---- ---·· 
.. 
. I 
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. --------~-- --------·-- :.-----·larger ··dtametet·· at ~f fas·ter -riite·:than comprehensive tests can be. 
planned and conducted o As· a result, the latest static test results II ·1, 
- .. . ·-- ~ ----------- - ' ·--- --' · ---··-·- -c·for-;-wrre--·st:rand were r~p~~t:;d by LL~~ (S)· Fishe]'."~nd ·vie~t(6) for 
I __ . 
-=--~==--------- ~ 
-. n 
3/8-in" 250 ksi strand, Warner and Hulsbos(l) for., 7/16-in., 250 ksi 














Badaliance and VanHorn<24 ) for 1/2-ino 270 ksi strando In the tests 
ii.~•.!"?_\\ .. -:-·.,. lo, 
liJ' ...... ,. ',J)) ,, 
reported, no indication was explicitly, given as to the mode of strand 
failure,' that is, whether the test results represented a true ultimate 
failure within the gage length, . or the more common. failure in· the 
gripping devices due to stress concentrationo Since the results of 
the strand tests were of secondary emphasis in the investigations 
. . 
· c·ited, the la.tter is probably the case. Fisher and Viest(6) indicated ····· · ·· 
the difference between the stress-strain relationship for the 7-wite 
strand as compared with an individual wire element, while Warner and 
(1) · (24) Hulsbos, and Badaliance and VanHorn · - indicated the difference'P· 
'-
between the stress-strain relationship of one of the individual wires 
of a - ire strand to that of the 7-wire strand itself. 
The minimum requirements for the conventional 1/2-in. 7-wire 
· · . (17) pi: stressing strand are set·· forth in ASTM A416-64. The pr1~ncipal-~ 
·---- --··----~~---
. . . ·-·· 
requirements are: (1) a minimum of 3 o5% elongatio,n must be developed 
---· ·---------·-···-------·--·-··-·----------·-------·-------·---------·······-·--~----------------(_ _____________ '·. ________ -·- - . ···------ - -------·--~--------- - - -- -- ---·--· - -
-··- ·-·,=-·--=c~-~-----··;·- 'in a 24-ino gage length, and (2) -as% of "the· minimum specified ultimate· 
load '~must ~e -~eached at 1% elongation~ The 2·70 ksi strand is mahu"!' · 
factured and tested within· the provisions--- of this Standard, except 
--that the --specified .minimum-ultimate -strength. is 270-ks.i, -and the ---·- -- ' ---·-----~----------· 
. --- ,-- ·------ --- ····---· ·----- --· --- - -·,------ - ------ -·-·- --····- ··- ------- -- ··········----·. --·-~-- --· ... -------- - _,l-. ---·· ------.·- --- - ---- ···- -· -• 
- ------········------.·-----.-----·--. ~---- ·------.....-------···-·-----·------ .. 
' 
, · · cross-sect·ional areas are slightlv larger than the conventional nomi- · .. 
. . . . "". . ' ... - . . . . -· ···---· .. ····-J-.... -.. --·--········---·-- ............ · ... -... -·-·--··--------·-·---.. --·-·-···--··--·-----------·----·-··-----·--····-·····-··· .......... __________ . __ ,, __ ~ .... ,_ .... _______ ,_._., ________ .. _____ ~ - . -·-····--.-··-··~-------




nal sizeso ·~. 
I The research conducted on the fatigue behavior of concrete· 
i 
-- - ----- ·--···-------------·---·--·--·--·- ti" 
· beams was reviewed and summarized by Nordby (S) in 1958. It would 'be 
duplication to review most of the literature covered prior to this 
;' a, 
. ,/ . 
0 
~ 












date, but it is worthwhile to quote the summary .of the results of pre-
vious re.search involving prestressed concrete structural elements: 
-
Summary of Prestressed Concrete Results 
Again, these statements should not be regarded 
as definite conclusionso 
lo In none of the tests did concrete fail by 
fatigue O Tl1e current working stresses seeio. tci.~ ·" 
give.adequate protection in this r~gard~ 
2o Fatigue failure of stressing.wires or 
strands was the cause of all failures reportedo 
These failures seemed to be re lated to the ex-
tent and severity of the crackso 
3o Bond·failures were rare and were found 
. . 
only under unusual ci~cumstances, ioeo, short 
beams, short shear spano 
. 4o The ultimate strength of_prestressed beams 
for static loads ·was unaffected by repetitive 
loading if they did not fail by fatigueo 
So Safety factors seemed t9 be approximately 
2 against fatigue failure for most of the beams 
·•·•:,. •---.-' -• I 
-- ·- ·- - -~---------- ----· ~--· .. ··----·--·--------···--- --·-------·~-.---• tested., -- ----- --------------------
.- ~ 
-- ·-- ... _.::. .. ..:.:...._ --- -~ 
---::-_- - ~- .. 
... 
6 o Prestressed beams seemed supe.rior to con-
ventional beams for resisting fatigue loadingo 
In fact, in a recent paper, Ekberg and Walther 
anaLytical~y verified this by relat~ng the modi-
fied Goodman diagram of both the concrete and · 
prestressing steel to the theoretical stresses 
---------_ -----~---_ ~-:~--.. _-_-~--------------··-------------·--------- ----.-~. r-n botlf ·types" cff l5eam_: ______ --------- ------ ---·--------------------------------------------·-·- · . ·~""'" 
.- ---- ------·----·---·----·----·--·-··--·------·-------- ----- ----- --
. --- -·· --·-. - --·-·--·· 
' Jr . 
r . 
I 
-·--- -- - - -.... -- -··--·---
7 o Further· research is needed on bond •failure · 
and the action around cracks 9 Little progress 
can be made in this direction until these phe-
nomena are understood for static loadso Efforts. 
, 
·. •- ·· -- --·-------- should be made toward establishing modified 
·- -------··-------------------------·--- __ _ Goodman diagrams for·_ b_oth high_ strength c_OQ,'"". ___ __ 
. 
--. - . ) 
..... : ... -~ -~---··--··- ------·-----··· ·-----· ·- -- ·-·--··--·--·-·-··. -
• 
·· ·--·---... ·.·-·.·- .. ··---... -.--:.·---·-----·--------.,~-,--.--------:-·~---~---- crete and steel as. an aid- to -the analysis- of - . -- ...... -· ... -- .. - .. - ..... --,--. - . .....,..-,' -···· -- .. , ·-·--·-·.--·-----··--·-·---
,.. . . · · . · ·. prestressed beams subjected to fatigue·· loading.· 
,_, ·---·-·~-----------·--·----·----~ ...... - .......... ---·--h___._._ _ __._.....,_..__..__ ....... - ------···--~---·--·-·-·-····-·-·--·--···--· --··-·----··--- .. ··--·--·-··-----· --·-·--··------·-··-· ------ .. --- ····---·· ·---·· ---········ .... 
' . . 
,· 
--- -- . - - - -- - ----- . 
. ....:. ..... --"':\....---·;., _________ ----------·- -·~ ------··. - ----
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Conclusions 
Most of the research up to this time has been 
exploratory and investigators r1ow know what t.o 
look for in their experime~tso More research is 
needed iri every phase of fatigue of concrete and 
f·uture inves,tigations should be we~l organized 
to isolate a particular variableo Research on 











- -- r( 
the,.. fundamental properties of concrete fatigue 
to describe the mechanism of fatigue failures 
may be particularly fruitfuio An understand-
ing of tl1is 1necl1anisn1 would r~Lake previous tests 
more valuable as well. as improving those made 
in the futureo 
. More research is needed to investigate the 
effect of moisture, aggregates, aggregat~ bond, 
. ' ... 
cu~ing, rest periods, ·microcracks in the paste, 
different environments of corrosive agents, 
I , 
specimen size, .. range of stress, comb-ined loading, 
freezi.ng and thawing, air . ent.rainment, admixtures, 
temperature cycles, moisture cycles, accumulative 
fatigue damage, and previous stress histories on 
fatigue of both plain and reinforced concreteo 
In reinforced concrete efforts must be toward 
understanding the mechanism of bond and the mech-
anism of failure around tension cracks. A solu-
tion to this problem may be found in. the newer 
x-ray methods pioneered b~ Evanso Other work 
' 
. 
must relate the results of fundamental properties 
. to reinforced concrete structures. · 








in. highway con.~truction alone would be enormous 
if the life of concret~.pavements could be pro-
longed 10 years by an understanding of fatigueo 
But greater funding for fundamental resear~h 
" ~ wil~ be necessary from both state a~d federal 
· !> governments as well as industry to accomplish 
··---·-- -_. ··- -- -····. . 
.. 
- - -- - - --- -~-------=~~~~--------_-:_~~~~ ~:~-=~-~:_.:. _the-~~--t·a-sk:-~~~--::-rndlI!ltry~-.-e·stfecially -must mocli-fy its-- ___ - -~~ ·----- '.----:-- __  -- . , --r-~--~----------~---- -
•. ··-- ... ~.,- "'!' .-- ·-···-· ..... -.,, ....... , .. ,_ . .,_ -.--· ··-··-.• 
----- - . ---------~------
viewpoint to consider such investigations as 
long-ti-me investment which will pay dividends 




.It is interesting to note that in all of the literature 
----------·---·---------------·-----~-
-··- .. - -..... --·-.. ·-----·-··-------~---·-·-,--:-·.-····-··- ... . ., 
-- ____ ,, _______ ;:.c_--~-~---'c-~- --~-'·----~--·--~-cited··-to ··that ·data·; -n,r·mentlciri wits 'inade···-on. th'e ... fatigue · properties of 
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- - - - :-, .... -·-- ... ,, ____ : ____ ~-_-,-__ _:_ _____ the----individua·l--s-trand-s-~---=--.The fatigue ·studi-es·on:·the- -indlvidt:r:a.1 wi'i:;:es-~:=~:=~=---=---=·==:~=- -_ - --
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conducted in Europe are not of much value, since the properties· of 
individual straight wires are considerably different from those of 
7-wire strand, as indicated by Preston (7) and Lino (S) 
,~ . 
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The mat~al covered in the above review, and the resulting 
. ' 
' 
conclusions were reflected in the trends in research which followed 
- its publicationo 
In 1956, Nuwaysir(4) conducted a pilot study to determine, 
among other things, the best method for gripping -pre.stressi·ng strand .. 
Using the results of seven tests incorporating 7/16-ino 7-wir~ strand, 
all having a minimum stress of 55 06% of static ultimate ... strength, but 
f 
with different ~aximum stresses, an S-N curv~ was plottedo This pilot 
study was then used by Lane and Ekberg(3) to conduct a more extEinsive · 
study of c~eepo In this study, thirteen sp_ecimens were tested, and 
two S-N curves were plotted for the 7/16-in. 7-wire strand .used. 
Test results from seven specimens having a minimum stress of 54o5% 
-were used for one curve, and the results from six specimens with a 
minimum sJ:ress of 65 ~ 2% were used for the other O The number of test __ 
specimens used to develop the·se three curves did not permit -the draw-
=--=-= 
-=-
-- _____ :_.- -- --==----...,---. _-. -- -_: ::-(·. ------ -- - . . . .. - - - -----. -- - --~------- --- - - ------------------- -- ------- - ---- - -- -- -- - ' - - . - ------ - . -. - - - - -- - . - -- -- - - -- - - . -· --- ~------~---_ ----------: - -~-
. ing a significant conclusion, but this study represented the important 
first step upon which later research could be builto This study v1as 
not extensi v~ enough to give Endurance Limits, but it· did indicate 
~ 
. . - -·------- ------·--· ------. . 
' . -··-·--·----
------------- -- that under reasonable '\'A7'Q:t;'~~!1g __ Jq~_cl_§, _ .n.ect+ ly 1,000, 0.00 __ str.ess _ eye les_. ----- ."._ ~-------- __ ... _ . - -·-•"•. ····- .. - .. -·--·,·· ,. .. . . .. .... ·-··· ' -- -··· -·-. ·- - -·-··-·--· - .. -· --· -· 
-- - ------------~----
__ c_o_u.ld ____ be ___ achie-ved-----p-rior-- to failure o · Also, the first indication of 
.. -·-------------------·--
- . 
- ---- -- -- ----- -
---- ---~- -- - . - ---- - --- -- -- - --- -
- --- - -- - -- - ~-- - ----- - - --
the--·prob_lem of scatter was mentioned, although not in detai 1 due to 
the lack of informationo 
The next sign:Lfica11-t research was that of the· AASHO Road,; 
Test as reported by Fisher and Viest •· (6 ) In this test series, 18 speci-
{)' 
-··· - - ··-···-·-··----· ·--




mens of 3/8-in~ 7-wire strand were tested, along with individual 
. . . 
wires and normal reinforcing materialo Although the number of samples 
wag..:i·small, the test series was devised so as to bring out the maximum 
effecto This was achieved by using a 2 x 2 factorial arrangement in-· 
volving two minimum stress levels and four.maximum stress levelso 
From this da:·ta, two graphs were plotted using the mean of three values 
' . 
for each of the six pointso Two straight lines were then dr'1:wn be-
tween each se.t· of three mean values and the following ma 
• I 
model was obtained for.the range of stresses covered by the 
where 
log N = 90354 - 000423 S - Oc0102 S. 
r min· 
N·= number of cycles to failure 
S = range of stress, (S -S. ) . 





= maximum stress 
.. 
= minimum s·tress 
' ' 
• 
··. - '.-. . . - . . .. .. - ····- . -;--:--~-:-:-.~: 
A statisitcal analysis was made to obtain the standard Error of Esti-
·---- -···--··--···-· ··-···-····-··"·-·,--·-···,---·------·- --··-----·---·-··- --- -·--··------···---·- - ·-·-····- .. ··- -·-------
mate and Coefficient of Correlationo The effect of S .. was signifi- -· 
m1.n 
cant at. the 10% level, but not at the-5% level, of the goodness-of-
-~ 
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- ---··· ~ .. -
- .. ···- ·--·· - ·- -·-·-·· - ·---··- --·-· -·----·····--·-··-·--·--------·-···---·. --·- -· -··- ~--- - -- ----· ·-·-··-··. ·-· -- ··-- ------·-·-·- ··---·- ---- ··- -· ··-·---·--- ------·-·-··--·-······---· -----·-··----··-----·-·-------·-- -------···-···-----·----------·----·-···--·----··-···--·--·--···-----·--~----··---- -.. ·--·----· -- ·- ---- ----- -- - . ' - . . -· . -·· . - .. ' . Closely following Fisher's work was a test program reported 
by Warner and HulsboS(l} in which 122 specimens were tested. Of the 
total, 69 were tested in a constant-cycle fatigue test series, while 
I 
the rem9-inder were part of ·a cumulative da~age fatigue testo The 
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\ .,,J-·· • :· 
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" . 
. jeot.ed .to e,ith.er~ -of t.wo minimum· stress levels, 40% or 60% of static 
~ \ 
. . ·-- ... _ . 
. ultimate strength obtained by testing, and several maximum stress 







. - ..•.... ___ :. 
,,..,,.' . . . --- -
· tions of the same test in each, of seven groups o To simulate infi-
. ,,_.......-·--,,, 
nite testing, four specimens were tested at stress levels, low enough -. 
to insure no faiJure at less than three million cycleso One of the 
I 
, seven gioups, having 20 specimens to enable·a goodness-o~-fit to be 
made, yielded a value well within the 5% significance levelo The 0_ 
. 
test results obtained indicated that only a statistical approach would 
provide answers with some degree of rneaningo 
. (18) · Warner used the fatigue studies made by Freudenthal,· 
. Muller-Stock, (ZO) Weibull, <21> and Grover, et ~1. <25) as the basis 
for his ·statisticat approach. Thes~ studies indicate that the log-
o 
A 
normal relatio_n~hip is generally indicative of the statistic pro-
.. _.~ ... --·...._:/' 




. -····· --···- · --·-- --------------·· ······mens ···-and th~ . inh~re11.t·· $cat·ter··thc:1t ··was--ob·served··~-tn~fatigue studie~·-,:~-.;-__ ··~~-~~---------·----· ·············_· · 
. ----·--------------·-' ~~---- -- . -
, •• ·11•' .... 1, 
., 
·the log~normal distribution was considered·suitable and .adequateo 
- ·-:------------------- --A-··second··goodne.-s·s--of-fit ·test-- was· c:onducted·····on ·all of th·e 
-- _-_:._:-=.::.:==--=-=----=--==-=-=--==-·--:=.~--=:--=--=--~-~--: .. ~.--::·.---~- - - - - - ; -- l·,. -·------------ ---------------- .----------.- ' ... -··· .. -- - - ---- --------·----------~-------------·----····------ -------··- -----
.constant cycle test results by reducing all of the data for the 
. I • ' 
- . ········· ... --·-··. -·-----···-···- ·-- -~-' . ·- .,.--· _______ .,,.,-__ .. ., •.. - . · .. ,--. ..,- -·~ ,,- ' -.. -.- - '· . 
. ---- -· --- ·- •• -c· ·· •. • __ . ., ....... _~·.,•·--- ••---•···.,··-·•••.••·--- _,•·.··-·-·"• ·~· ·-··- ··-··· •. ····•·· . ·-•···· - - ···-
·------- . -------- '----· - - . - . - - . -- ' . -- - - --·· ---·-
different stress ·ra~ges to. ~-a· common parameter Z, given by the 
··-· - ·-- ---·- ------··-·------ - -·-·--------- ----------------·--. - . -- -- .. '. -··----·- ·······-· - ·····-~--··---·--···---···-----······-···-----···-·····----···-----
......... '··· .. -·. - .. - ···- - -- ... _ .. _ .. ··-·-- ·--··-··- .. "·······--· . -··-- -·· --· - --··--· ----- --------··- ---- . ---- --------- ---- ---··----·-- ··-----------·----------
0 expression: .. -·····-·-······ ·-·. -:·· . .. --···---------··-·-·-··-···-··-----····-·-·-·······-·· _( 
- ---·-·· --·---------·.-- '---··-----------------•,---------- ..... 
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1 n N)2 D ~ (log N -·log -- n- 1 1 
. ,· .• ''.'.'. ·'1' 
where 
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' ~ ' • ' ' '; ' 1 ' ' j ' 
and log N = log of·. number of cycles N to failure 
log .. N = mean of log N 
D = standard deviation of log N 
....... _ · .. '.---- ... ;··- - --· ···- ·- --- . -
n = number of specimens in group 
..., 
The parameter Z . reduces the various groups to one with a mean of 
zero and a standard deviation of unityo Ustng these results,: a 
'·\ 
"', 
histogram was plo~ted and compared to a normal frequency distribu-
tion curveG 
The normal S-N curves were also .Plotted and Endurance 
Limits were estimated to be 55% and 71% for the tv10 minimum stress 
..... ,, .. leve,ls of 40% and 60%, respectively. The Endurance Limit was assumed 
.. 
···------------------------- ·- to be a linear variation between these .two levels, as expressed by 
., 
,.;._. J - -. ,_ .• ; 
... ' .v~ .•.. ! \, • 
. ' 
. ---· -- .... --- ,_ -- - •· -.-
· the equation: 
--- - -- ---· -·-
:,. I 
S1 = -0.8 S . + 23 min 
.. , 
, .......... '1•\ 
•; () 
' . 




. · The stress range R was then defineq,. as follow_s; ________ ·------------------------- -. _____ . --·--·u--
- -- ·--- -----·--------·----------- ---·--· --·-
. -
I. 
· R = S 
max - s L 
·- .· .. _:_-- ___ - __ -· _________ ,-__________ --·-----·-------------- ----····-··-····------· ----- - __ . __ -_:'.·-···- ··----··--· 
ll 
1-1·-· - - ---- · ··'-;· - ·· -----where,: -- .... : ·: .::.~ ...-_ --s1 -::---Enc:lurance·--Limit··-a-s----a----per-cent ··of·---:---.--_. 
1
.J. . .. --·-····------·-----~--------/-------------------------·----------------: ______ ·-----,----- . -static ultimate strength . ·--------c-·· - .-· - .• .. ·· .• ·. - . . .. J-.· ... 
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- •--·· --·-----..-•.··-··--· .. - . --------- ·-~- - .. ~ ..... _.-~ ---- . -~ . . -, .--... -.,..,.-..-,---.... -~·---,-....,...,.._-,--__ -~-------~--·---... ------ --· 
= minirri.u.rn''stress as a percent of 
static ultimate strength 
- - -.. 
.... · -- S = maximum stress as a percent of --· · ... ~.: ....... ..,-~ ··--·: -.. - -- ------ --
------max- --·----------------·--·------------- - ----------- --- ..... -------·--·-- -----'------------------- ---------------- · -----· .--- -. static ultimate strength · -- ----- - -- --- ------· ------------------·------- ·-----· · ····· -
- . ----- _____ ,, __ ---- --- ··-------------------
. ..... , ... - -
--·----- ---
The values of R were then plotted with log N and an equa-
tion was obtained by a ~east squares method as follows: 
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Similarly, a least squares fit was also used to obt~in an 
equation fbr the results of a plot of R versus D, · and was given 
as: 
·In. 1965, Hilmes and Ekberg(2) publisherl a report in i:AJhich 
56 specimens of 7/16-;ino 250 ksi, 7-wire strand were testedo All 
· specimens had a minimum stress level of 50% of static ultimate strength · 
obtained by testingo Various maximum stress levels were usedo 
,, 
. . 
In this study, a more refined statistical apptoach was taken 
in the preparation o~ the programo A probit test·was based on 5 groups 
of specimens. The result indicated the requirement of at least 50 
• - •'#•. 
·- specimens in variable group sizes~o The normal goodness-of-fit test 
- ------·-----' 
I 
was conducted to test the reliability of th~ results obtained., 
An assumed Endurance Limit of 2-,000,000 cycles was ·used~ 
a 
as a basis to determine the percentage ,of tests· that would surviv~ - ~:----=~-=~-~=-:-~·~·=~~~-- · 
~ .. 
at each .level, the values of percent passing at each- level and max·i- -- ~-----------
·~-· -----·- --- -· - - .. -·· ·- · . -- - .. , · - (26) 






· .····-·-··-----. ,- -- ----.,-·--···least squares · fit-was used t·o·-obtain· a-sample· standard devia.ti6ri. ·· · · -·.·· ···· ·· · · · · · --
. ·/ ' 
Using the~ results to obtain values .. o~ percE?nt surviv~ 1, a long with ·. · 
. -------····------·------- ·,·--·-·-·-----·--·-·---·--·-·- .. ···-- . --·-·- ·- ....... -·-- ... ---· ·-· ..... , .......... - - ............. , . . " . . . ·-· ., 
. - ... 
······ --·· ·-----··-'····-·-···· - .. - -·-··· ··--····-··-···-"" --·· ··---· ·-·-----··-,·-·---··•'"·--------•--·-·. - ---- --·------------------------------ -------------· - -
f __ , ··-·-··-··---·--··-- _____________ tab_ulat.ed ____ va.lues .. -from-Ref--o----26., ---S-N -en.velopes. were ..... plotted -on a -- ----··----- ··-· · - --- - ··-·---· -- ---
1 - - ---------- ---------~• --- - .. - - . -
--····-·----· -- ------------------ - - --- ·- -· - -~ 
double logarithmic scaleo Stress range 
- ----------- --------·--------- '---------~---------...--~-. ···------··--. 
S was used as the ordinate, 
r 
instead of maximum stress, and was defined by: 
s = s - s . 
r·· max min ' . 
'' '' I 
.... 
- . - .. 
=--- ------ . 
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= maximum stress· 'as~,a·~··percertt 
of static ~ltimate strength 
::;: minimum stress a_s a percent 





The results obtained indicated -curves formed by ·t'tio straight lines 
. 
with breaks at 400,000 cycle_so The equations of the curves obtained 
were as follows: r 
'" 
. .- ,)I_ . ./I 
. . .A" . N .$ .. 400 ,_000 
N 2: 400, 000-
The equations. obtained included data from Warner_ a~d Hulsbos (l) and 
therefore, have the limitations 40% < S. < 60%0 The test data ~ min -
agreed t·o within 5% of the values given by the equations. 
J ---·-·--·-··--------· ,·-.., .••..... ,_,~._.-· -- •-r---,·--···· 
'• 
In the literature reviewed, no mention was made of the 
' effect of temperature on the static or fatigue properties of _·the 
, 7-wire prestressing" strando As a result, only a general metallur-
-------------,---:·------_ -·--:-:----c--~-gical fatigue concept will 'be reviewedo - rn· general, the strength. ' ____________________________ .. 
. . . ' 0 
of steel increases· as the temperature changes from a_ high of 500 F 
. ' r·-··· --- ·_·---""~"·,· " .. . ad-~i~ncii~a~tid_·,by···~~~·~·fto-J···;;dti~~·~.h;n-k00:5} d~;~ t~··.~ ·1.o;-o·f~·:.·2s0°F .. " ~- ............ ,,.,·. 
-given- by Parker o Beyond this range of temperatures,- ultimate 
i . 
--• --••-,----·-.. • ---.·.' -~-~. - ........... -~M-... •----·--••••••••-•·••••••·•·••••"•••--• -
. strength is greatly reduced, as· reflected by the change in failure 
modeo Parker states that below -250°F there is a transition from 
shear to· c·leavage failureo 
..,.. 
Similarly, Forrest{l4 ) states that the fatigue strength is 
,, @-
increased as the temperature is reduced within approximately the 
.. 
d , 
same bounds f;I Th.is concept is generally difficult to envision, since 
1· 
• • I 
. . 








' the tendency • l.S to associate brittle fracture wi.th fatigue failureo 
~ 
,. to emphasize that this . . l.S. not the .case, it • l.S appropriate 
to quot~ Jastrz~bski: (13) 




between . . .-, 1.ncreas1.ng 
at low temperatures 
and the 
-· . - ·-' - . . . - . 
fatigt1e strength"" II. 
---~---~----- .. ------ .· .• .. '. ----· _... -----.-··--
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2o ·OBJECT. AND S C O 'P E 
'.......... .t. 
\ 
2o 1 .OBJECT 
In general, the. object of -this r~search was to ¢1.etermine-t-he--- --- --------- ------- -
' 
static and fatigue properties of 1/2-ino 270 ksi, -7-wire prestrE:SSi·ng 
strando· The specific areas· investigated are as follows: 
l)·the stress-strain relationships of prestressing strand 
l 
' 
. ' ... ,,-.\ ,_ ' 
up to ult.imate load and -·elongationo 
... 
2) The fatigue life of the prestre~sing strand under labora-
tory condit-ions o 
3) The effect, on the fatigue- life, of lowering·_the tempel:'c1 ... ___ : ____ ;._ 
.. , ............. -





4) Comparison of the results obtained in 2) above with 
i 
. ' t 
• ,,,,. ,,,,.,. I 
results obtained by Warner and Hulsbos, (l) and Hilmes and EkbergCJ <2 ) 
,, 
-------------- -- ---···-·--------- .... ------ -·-··--· --·- ----···---~ - - ---- ------- ·-·-----------·-- ··--------- - ----- -· -·- --~-- ------- - ----·--·· --- ~--------- ·------ ------- ----------- - - -
SCOPE 
q 
I' - -- • 
~i ~~-·-=----~--~,~--~~- _ ···-·- .. · __________ ------··. ___________ .. ~h~----~~~-~~---~-~-~-i~~--,-~Q_Il_~_;L~~--~-g., .... 91==-!.6 ... ~G~~te~S.t:~tl~~~test= t.§~lJ.l~J~ . . -n•-:-,-,.,.' __ . _ ~-=----
and 178 fatigue test specimenso The tests were conducted on samples 
of, prestressing_ .s.trand_ obtained_ fr.om five manufacturers of prestressing 
. ·-· 
strand in the United .Stateso The manufacturers are listed alphabeti-
-- ·-- - - ·-----.-- ~ -·. - ~ - ·---··•-'--·-··---·· -··-· -·---- -·--·- ,,------ -··--·-- ----·· .. -··- .... · "'-~-. -- -- .................. ·-·-·,-·-· ·-··· .... ---- __________ , ............ ____ . --·· .. -·~····- ·····. ·.- .... , .. --·····- -·-·-····· .. -·---•-, ···.·,··- . ··----··-· ~ •.~--,-- .. ,-, ·····-~· . - ·--·, -·--·- - --··- ·-·- ., . ··-· ·---· ---- ·-- . - ... ····•-·· ·• 
- ---,...___ -
cally in Table 1, ·and the order has no correlation to the designations 
A, B, C, D, and E, used in the tables and figureso As a result, the 
manufacturer is not directly identified, as the intent of- the investi-
gation was to obtain results generally applicable to 1/2-ino 270 ksi, 
-15-
c' --·- --- •- •-•··• 





. . .• -,-; --.. ,-,-· - _, .•.... ·-· 
,, 
7-wire p~estressing strand produced in the United States within the 
',, 
. 
' ,)_ ' ' 
. ASTM .. designation A416-64·~ · -
' 
' 
. The static ~ests_ ·were __ ~QQ.Q_t.lC teg __ on __ samples ___ obtained--from-----------------------------------------· --------------- -·-------------· ----···--·-- ----·------~-··------·--·- .. 
all five of the manufacturers listed o Of these five groups of samples,· 
-
four groups repr·esented samples taken from one roll of strand from 
' i 
_,.,,,. . 
· each of the manuf~cturers., The fifth group of samples was taken from 
two separ~te rolls, ·manufactured two years -apart o 
- - --- . 
Of the fatigue specimens tested, 140 .. !?-<~~prised the main test . . . . ·' ····· --··' .... 
. 0 series, that is, those tested at the laboratory temperature (70 F) o 
' The specimens £or this. series were· divided into three approximately 
- .. ------· ·--·----- __ .__________ . 
firms :A, B, and Co Each group of spe~,.irnens was fabricated from an 
individual roll of prestressing strand" 
The remaining_ 38 fatigue specimens were used to investigate 
/7 
-- the e-ffec_f_of low temp·erature on the fatigue properties of prestress-
ing strando ·This series was divided into five groups, which in turn 
0 0 tory temperature (70 F) s, and the other at O F o The ,five g~oups repre-
~ 
sented one ro 11 from each of the five manufa.cturers o 
.. -·- .......... -- -·-- . ·-- - . ·--- -·--·--------··-----··~------~· -··--·-·----·--·-----·---.. ····-··-·-··-··-.. ·--------·--·-··-·-··--·-- '-·' 
-·· 
11 
e a 2--j <~ 






- --- ------------·- ------------------·-··· 
'· ·---· 
T E ~ T SPECIMEN s· AND 
T E S T ING . , P. R O.~·c E D URE S 
.. 
STAT IC TESTS 
-- ·----------··-·---- ······----~-
_, 
The.prestressi-ng strand specill).ens used for the static tests 
were taken from different locations _a.long the length of the samples 
obtained from the previously mentioned manufacturerse Each specimen 
was examined to insure that· there were no obvious faults such as nicks 
or weldments within the gage lengtho 
A requirement of the static test procedure was the develop-
ment of the ult.imate load, defined as the failure load occurring when 
. the stranci failed in th~_ g!age leng-tho The most common method of test-
-I 
., 
- --.. ~---- ----- ___ .:, ____ , ,.-, '---· -··--. ~ .~,--., ··- .... ·-'-'""• - ,. -~ .. __ ........__~-- .--···-· ----· ing prestress1ng strand was simply to use a commercial type of grip 
positioned tightly against a steel plateo In most cases, the teeth 
of -the grip would cut into .the strand, an~, the· resulting stress con-
. centl:'~tions around ____ the ... indentations--would--·cause---premature~fa-ilure-0--------:--· 
As a result, the ultimate _load obtained in this manner would not re-
flect the full strength of _the __ ~t_;r~Qgo _______________ --------------·-------- .. 1: ........ --·· -· -·><,-• -· -· -----·-· ·-·-·-·· ... ______ --··· ·····--·--·-··- ··--··--·····--··----- ·--·-··-- ·--- •......... --·-···-----· ".... ---·- -·-·- ·------ -·--·- - . • . ' •. ' 
There have been -various methods .devised over the years to 
overcome this problem, ·and each one has its merits depending .on the 
are briefly:. (1) dulli.ng the teeth of the strand grips, (2) coating 
,, 
the strand in the gripping region with molten tin, and (3) use of a 




































The method finally adopted wa.s. a modification of. the one 
'.t.1\ . 
r {,/j.~" • . ' ) · • I 
--~f. . ,., f '. ·., -.•• , .:11 ., • 
used at Bethlehem· Steel 0s Homer Re-search Centero . In th:(s :me.tliod, 
. -......... _ ... - · ............... .,., - , 
the load,·is transferred by friction, from the strand .through ~opper 
' 
,, 
...... ,., ' 
----------~------------- - -- - --- - ____________
___ ,, ________ ,, _____ _ 
. -· ·-··----------·-·-···. - -·------- ··- - ------· ------·------ ·--- ----- ----
--------- ------··-----------·--·--·--------- -···-----·-·---------·----·--·-·---~·-. ------
---- ~--------------------------. ~ ---------·------ ·--···· 
. -·", 
I, . .., . 
bars, to the testing machine head, ove:r· ~ relatively large area, and 
· __ :therefore, minimizing the effect of stress concentrationo · The friction 
• I 
force was achieved by a later·a 1 · force' · i~ 'the machine heads, which, prior 
to testing, squeezed the copper bars arou.nd·--t11.e; pres1tressing strando 
This feature of laterally squeezing a .specimen .. in '.the grips 
is not available with the machines in Fritz Engineering Laboratory, 
, I ' 
but the same effect was achieved by placing a steel block across th-e ·· ------------------- ---
exterior. ends of the - V grips (Figa 3)o The strandvise was then 
posltioitec:1. ___ f_ightly against the s.teel blockc .. As the· 1oad was applied, 
the pressu're exerted by the strandvise on the steel plate, and there-
fore to the machine grips, forced the machine grips to squeeze the 
copper bars as desired; In several tests, calibrated dynamometers 
-~ --- ------ ·------- -------- ·-- ... -·-- ·- ----- - ---·.~: ... ----··-- -- - -- -- - ·----- - -· - ----------·--·--------·-----·~·-·---. 
, . 
were placed between the strandvise and the steel plates ·to determine· 
. ' '""J 
the effectiveness of the.copper bars (Figo 4)o ~he gripping ability 
of the copper bars was improved by .winding fine (Oo025-ino) steel 
wire around the strand before pl~cing the copper bars •. __ 
Considerable difficulty is usually encountered in tr·ying 
to obtain strain readings when testing prestressing strando Tffe 
normal conunercial extensometers are difficult to use because the 
strand is very hard, thereby P.reventing efficient grippingo More 
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.. , 
.', '-, .. ,_ ... -------,---·t.~. 
load is increasedo -The strain indicators are disturbed as the strand.· 
--- I 
tw~sts~ giving inac~urate strain readingso 
.. ,;,.. . . ... .-... ~ 
•.. -·-~ ----··' -- I 
. /\_ 
"· J -
This problem ha~ been overcome in previous research at 
0 
· Frit·z Engineering Laboratory· by using an extensometer as shown in 
· Figso 5 and 6e Tl1e two brackets are placed 24 incl1es apart to pro-
,, 
-------····- ··-····--·-----------·----~----~--
vide the gage length required by ASTM Standard A416-64,, To prevent. 
abrasion from occurring when the steel clamps were tightened, i>las-tic 
tubing was placed around the prestress.ing strand in the vicinity of . 









• I ' 
· · ------------c-1ease· count = 0 o 001 ino) on each end of the top bracket, and con:n~ct- · - ---·---.. ---- - ------ --
ing them to the bottom.bracket by paino wireo Readings of e~ongation 
were also obtained by afixi·ng a horizontal cr9ss-bar to. two vertical 
___ ,straps attached to __ the top bracketo The horizontal cross-bar was 
,, 
silhouetted against a vertical strip-scale which was attached to the 
,, .. -r. . • 
bottom bracket (Fige S)o 
. ' 




' . Initial readings were taken on both the Ames dials ·a·nd the 
strip-scaleo Then, only Ames dial readings· were taken at close inter- · 
vals, until the stress~strain relationship was well out on the rela-
t-he strip-scales G The Ames dials were then removed to prevent dam- · 
age at strand failureo The strip-scale and cross-bar readings of 
OoOl-ino elongation over a 24-ino gage length were continue4 up to 
. failureo This was possible slnce the actual readings were taken by 




I ,-.. ' • 
. ,,: -~· •.·, . .- ~ 
r. 
--·, -~·-··----------,---~-
) • - -· ' - ....... --~~ _________ _..,._--,,---.«· •----.-~-
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. 3o2· FATIGUE TESTS- . ' 
.,.._ 
For this test series, the prestressing strand samples were 
cut from the rolls ·in quantities as required for the fabrication of 
the .specimens o "J~ch portion of strand that would be located in or 
. ' ' • .. -·-{:..·, • '.• ~ ' l 
. ,/~. 
near the ga·ge l~ngth 'tvas inspected for nicks of weldrnents e 
-An attempt was made to obtain a gage length of. 24-ino for 
' . 
· ..... , the fatigue specimens, but without success o Several arrangements were 
attempted, including those used in the static testso However, the pre-
stressing strand always failed in the grips ~ta number of cycles much 
less ·than· was indica..ted in the previous __ investigations. 
The method· finally employed was identical to the one former~y 
\ 
. used here at Fritz Engineering Laboratory {Fig. 9)o The method con-
sisted of cement-grout-encased prestressing strand, supported by 
steel clamps for attachment to the testing frame set-up (Figso 10 and 
11-Y: Initially, the strand ,was pre-.tensioried to 70% of ·the minimum 
specified ultimate 'loado Next, the steel clamps· were aligned on the 
. specimen using plcrstic tubing placed around the st~and in the vicinity 
of the c·lamp end pieces o The spacing block was then placed in· between 
each set of clamps, after,which the strandvises were pressed against 
both endso The prestressing load was then released and the excess 
strand was trimmed offo The space in betwe~n the steel clamps was 
, 
then filled with a cement grout having a sand, cement, water ratio 
of lo00:0o80:0.,33ca After the grout had cured, the transverse tension 
boil.ts were tightened to insure that a co~pressive force existed on 
the grouto Then, :the specimen was ready for testing. . ···•1,·,, 
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The prestressing s~rand was pre-tensioned to insure that a 
,,. ,, ..... , ........ ., ..... ,, ..... 
high percentage of the testing· load ~as carried.by the strandvises 
bearing on ·the end·plates of the clampso The remainder of the test-
,., 
. 
ing load was then transfe·rred to the s_teel clamps by bo~d between 
the strand and· the concrete •. The initial tv1i.sting tQJlt .. occurs when 
a strand is subjected to loading.was also eliminatedo This secondary 
result would th~n improve :the cont?ct condi--tions between the strand 
and grout, resulting in a lower lo.ss of loado The amount of prestress 
force remaining in the gage length was"determined when the specimen was· 
placed on the tes·t set-up and loads applied G In most cases, the load 
required to remove the spacer·block was between 50% and.60% of the 
. ~ 
minimum specified ultimate,· and inspection of the specimen reveale~ 
that the length of bond lost after. testing was generally less than 
2 inches·at the end of the gage lengtho The principal test set-up 
,J, • 
'I ,·, 
consisted of a cantilever arrangement (Figo 10) activa~ed by an -----,-c-~ ......... -c·,·· 
_____ ,.,,_, ·-·--··--·-· -
Amsler· puisatoro The one en~ of the specimen was connected to a 
---------···-··-----------·---·-------.------.. :-· -- ': 
,:;. 
·- ________________________________ ... __ ,., --
fixed base while the other end was attached to the cantilevero The 
.position of the specimen in the cantilever. arrangement resulted in 
I 
testing loads le33 times the pu1s~tor dial readingse 
~-) 
When the initial· 'set-up was .made, several specimens ha¢[ 
SR-4 gages mounted to permit dynam,ic strain readings to be takeno 
,· 
A comparison of ·-strains with those- of static tests indicated that 
the inertia effects were ne,g~igible. 
- ",?(. ~·-· ·--~;----- · .~-------- -----, =-·i,......_st~---·ao-&-. ,--~-:.!:.£ ----- --- ----- • - ---- .g.· --- &1 1 
- h--s-
·-------.----~-----::, -~-~- •. - - . ' --·- ____ .,_ ................ 1·-~----1i." 
.. 
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----·---- -- ---------- ------------- -- - -- ------ --- ------ - ----To obtain an- indication of-·the temperature of the pres tress_ .. ~ 
(_,, .:,1: 
. ing strand· under test conditi6n, ca.tibrated · thermo-couples-were __ _ 
--- ----;- -- --·---·-···-· 
at_tached to the_ strap.cl using ela~tic insulation tapeo The four 
thermo-couples were manufactured .to give linear calibration curves, 
' :. 
..... with sensitivity of 200.micro-inc6es-per-inch per degree Fahrenheit, 
..,,, in the range of _temperatu·~es of intereste As a result, it was possible 
'! 
! 
~ - - ·--···~-·- -- - -- - -- . 







. , .-. ··- ... -- ------'---------------· -· .. i . . 
to~ obtain accurate t-empera.ture· r·eadingif ·uiide,)::· te-stJ,,,_c6nd:Ltio-ris ~--- -
...... :.l; 
With the temperature control, it was possible to lower the 
te{!lperature of the test conditions to o.°F as, indicated in Figs GI 10 and 
-------- ---·-- . -·:·--.:· ··-·---·--__,. .. :·:~·-·----- .-·- ... _, ___ _ 
. lj 
'-This was achieved by bubbling nitrogen gas through liqt1id--nitro= -
gene The valve on the nitrogen gas cylinder was regulated until.the ·. 





Tl:\e size of the thermo-couples permitted a reasonable contact 
between the edges of two exterior wire elementso However, it was 
V 
impossible to get an indication of the temperature of the interior 
surfaces o The insulation tape also helped provide results with a __ _ 
reasonable degree of qualityo 
·'· 
_______ The ___ actua 1 __ p_r.oc_edur_e~_:_f_or __ :~te~s_ting__~a . ..:~s.p.e.c.imen ____ can_now___be__--__ · ··-· ~~ --. - -- · 
explainedo After the grout had cured, and the transverse tension_ 
' 
· bolts tightened, th~. specimen was placed in the test set ... up (Figo 10) 8 
.. A gradually increasing static load was applied J.1n't::i.l th<; ~paG~J.:" block 
could be removedo The static load was then adjusted until only 
slightly larger than the de~ired minimum load., The dynamic load 








. I • 
.,_ ---,--.---- ·- - ... -- --~ . --
- •• ~.·- ,---l ,,. ' - .-,.,,._•,--~-· 





and then minor adjustments were ;made to both the minimum and maximum \ 
loads until·the required load level_s were obtainedo. The Amsler 
·-~~-~-~------ ~ .' -·--~=.-:--?... ·--. 4§1 
• i 
- - -- --·,. ---------- -
pulsator operates on a positive and negative. hydraulic pre.ssure 
system· which means' that the. appli.ed load varied si_n1:1soid~lly be-· 
·, 
·····---·----=~: ____ , .. __ . _. tween minimum and rn.aximum. load at. 250 cycles per .minuteo This 
loading was continually applied until strand failure occurred, · 
... 
-- -- ---~--~----·---- -·---- --·· ----··------ -- -~- : after.-which the specimen was. broken· apart, if necessary,. to permit 
. an insp<;ct ion of the failure mode. 
In order to complete the test program in·a 'rea·sonable time, 
,r 
.,;, -, .... ., •,;' ••• I 
and at the sa:me time, to allow· coordination of the work with other 
research be·ing conducted at· Fritz Engineeriq.g Laboratory, it was 
·necessary to use ano.ther test set-upo The second test set-up was 
- ----- -- -----~--·-------~ ' . - . 
·- --~- - -. -_ _:-·_ 
:·· - . ---
" ., ·I',-•• 
. ;, 
---··
0 ·-··---·---»--- -· -· .. a commercial alternating stress machine e In this set-up the specimen 
' •1 
was attached to the base of the machine and to the moveable head. 
The moveable head was then activated by an Amsler pulsator". In the 
. --·------ - ----. 
___ . ___ :___ . 'overa 11 testing p·rogram, including· both test set-ups,-· thre·e .dif.fer.;.;. -"----;---· · · · ··. · 
ent pulsators were used at different times • 
. '' ' ...s···, 
The initial part of the te~t program was carried out_iri_/ 
---·----··-
- ---- ~- ·-·· ~ -------~ ~-- ------- --- -------------- -
, 19-o4'·as a pi lot stii<fy··--wfien 18 specimens-~were tes'ted between the load 
... '/ . 
-- ____________ ,;__" --------·--·-·----
ranges of 0056 £ 0 and Oo80 fV O . The specimens were divided irito .. n' s-ms s-ms 
·· ·, 
' -.-.,-. ........ 
.. 






I . . 
Each group of six had three specimens tested at labora-
.. 0 
. . . 0 tory temperature (70 F) and three at a tow te~perature (O.F)o 
The main part of the test program was continued in 1965, 
with the testing beind conducted group-by-groupo The specimens 
6. -,=== e:::, t - ..z - ;;;g::::::; · , ·n----
\. 
I 






from group C were tested first, followed by those. from gr9up .B, ~nd 




th the spe'cimens f~om group A~ .The specimens i~ each, . 
-- - ----·-·-··-···--·- . ··- -'·------ ------------·-·-···-. ·-· ---· . , 
gro~p were·.r~ndomly arranged· as ·far as the order of testing tvas con-
cerned C, Tl,.e. specimens in this group had· a minimum of either 40% or 
r,i; ~:,~, 
iJI 
60% .. of the minimum specified ultimate strength~ 
---·-· -~- -The. test-program was c.ompleted with the testfrig-·of the last . / 
. ___ . ___ --------· - ·_-- .. -",. --- ··r -- --- ---- -: ~------ -- ·~ --· -- ----· 
20 specimens between load ranges of Oo·S6 f V and Oo80 .f 9 _- .. 0. The' ' s-m,. s-ms 
series consisted of six ~peciffl:ens from group B, u·sed as a comparison ;; 
,. 
~· with the pilot ·study, w1:th, three specimens test.ed at laboratory tempera-
-- -~- ----- -- -- - -- --- - -------· 
. 
. 
. 0 . ; : . 
. .. . ture and three at low temperature; (0 F)o -The next group·represent~d 
manufacturer D with· six specimens, agai~ with three at each of the two 
test ·conqitions of 70°F and· o°F o The final group represented manu-
facturer E with eight specimens divided into two se.ts of four eacho 
The first set was te·sted at ,laboratory temperature conditions (70°F) 
0 and the second set at a low temperature of OF. 
-- -··---··-·---··---------·------------------------------
--- '--··- - ··-· -
.. ,··-----------,~ . . ---.... --- --·. ,. -· 
_____ ,......,_~~--··----'•-- . __ , ., -~~ ----.-,.: ,,--,-
- . -
-··- ... _.:;_:.::,-······- -.-:---·. - .·:- - ------,- .. -- ---
- ··-··'-' -'"--··-""- -,~.; .. - ·~--·. 
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4o T E S T R E S U L T S 
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4~1, STATIC TESTS ) . 
•;' 
The final results obtained from the static tests, based·on 
the actual cross-section area in each case, a.re given in Table 2, 





---·- --- ·--, -· 
. ··-·, 
-as previous-ly ··indfcat:ed~- A test, was t;onsidered acceptable- if· the 
failure, occurred in 'the gage length (Figo 6)., as compared ·to failure 
in the gripping devices o As ,a· resul~, there were several ·test speci-
. 
. 
mens from each manufacturer'' s · sample, whlch· did not meet the above 
' (17) ,' ,' requirement~~ However, they: were within the ASTM requireme~t; 
wfth p' 
u 
greater' 'than. p 
sm' 
f greater than 0~85 f' - at 1% elonga-S' , s-ms, 
tion, and a total elongation greater than 3o5% at failureo 
The difference :(n ~e~t re~ults between the ASTM criteria 
-
--.···-·· ------ -,,,-··-- -----·------- ' . ,,J\, ••' '_,; _______ , ·-- - __ , __ .. , ___ ._ - ___ __: ---------~- ------ ----·--- \'' 
for yield str~ngth (1% elongation) and the often used value of Oc2% 
. - - - .. ..... -4( 
Ir 
" 
-------:.....:..::_:~-~~- -- . - ---- •--
' I 
__ , _______ , ___ -- ____ , ___ ----,,- -:---~----of-f-set-- is---i-llu·s·t-rated·-·i·n--·Fig;--2-;~--and, t-abulated', iri Tab re··,·2·~-----··------~---· 
, To give an indica.tion of how the load was distributed be~ 
tween the strand vise and the copper grips; the values. obtained from 
- -·-·--·-- ---- ·-·-···---·------~···--------- -- ______ , ______ .- --------·--· ... ,the previ()t1~_ly. __ ~~-!:i.1.)1:-a.te.(1 dynamometers,_ as ,sno't'7n. in--Fig. ·3:f were _________ ,_, __ ,, _________ , ___ .. _,, 
plotted ln Fig. 4. Thes; cu~ves are only repres1entative, since f:~e--·-------, ___ -__ ' ---- ---------
curves cha,.11.g;ed_' ~Q-~~;~~-~~\>.Jy as th~ -copper ~-~ :!:_p~--~~==~~~:~c!?_:1:_~_o _____ -. -c··_ _-c·--=cc:cccc~---~-=----·,-···,-·,--.cc~cc- ~--'-,,,ce,-~ --- -- ·- , .. ·-·-·-- ··-·---·- __ ·: ·_·_ -_-- ··: _____ --_ :.-·~:~- -· .. .-.--.------·--··--·--···· -- . - - - - - - __ ....::.._:._·::..:_-_:_::_:_ ·==.:.:..:.-~:: ... :::__-:::.·-.::---·-- ·:_-::__---=:-...:..:_--=::..::::..::::.._ ____ ;_, ____ --:- - --------- ----··· ----------·--------
, . 
• 
' . ·.~ 
{ 
The load-strain and stress-strain relationships are plotted 
in Figs. 7. and 8 respectively, along with the pertinent ASTM require--
I' 
mentso The actual values are tabulated in Table 2o 
'I 
-25- ' I 
~ - --.- . ----- A-I = - ..... -= ""' I 
I 
I 
--.. --•··- - •·.,...-··a.-,··-----" . ·-- . ,- . 
·----·~---~-~ ~~: .. ·_---"'·····--··-·----- . ' 
• - .- .,. -----.•____.,.~--• 
--.--', .. ~: ,-<;~" -·.- - ·: jC ------•-· -. • --•-· 
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· · 4 2 ~ . . FATIGUE TESTS 
. 
. ,. 
.The data frci~ the fatigue test -series is tabulated in 
. ,· 
Tables 3, 4 ~ and· 5 .followed by a compilation of various statistical 
properties· in Tables q, to lOo 
I 
_ · Tl1e _majority of th~ specimens subjected to a low stress 
. 
. . / . . 
. 
'··~ ..... 






------------- ----- . -- . J . 
!I 
range e~hibited_ Single wirE;? element ,failure in the gage length · · 
. -~---- --- - --- - --~---- ----- - ------ ___________ :____ ___________ - - -------- -- - - ---- --~----- ----,---
I t.:. ,. 
. '·;···. ·1 · 





. (Figo 12), The testing machines wou14 automatically stop· -when a 
wire failed, leaving. the remaining wires intact o In the case· of 
· · the specimens tested at the high stres-s ranges, there genera.lly 
. \ 
was a chain reaction failtire, even though·:the machine would stop. 
( 
The b;rake on _the mach~ne was not ··capable of reducing the speed of 
the'flywhe~l fast enough, and the dynamic load would then be near 
" 
the ultimate load of· the remaining wires o For most cases, this pro-
cess.would continue until all seven wires had failed. 
~Generally, it was possible to determine by inspection which 
































------- ------ ----- --- -- -·- ------ -----------------------------·-------·-· ·-----··-· -- . . . - . . ------ ~, .. 
--- ---·--------------------- ----------------- .. -- --·------- -~---
------·-------~-~---:--
<' wire element had failed first, as it was characterized by the fati-
.. -· --· -· - ·'·-··--· ------ -- -----· - ---- - .. ·-
gue failure mode (Fige 12), as compared .:to a direct tension fa,ilure 
'. 
() mode result~ng from the. chain reaction. i 
I 
_-------------__ ---------- - ~-f 
. I 
-- - . --- ·····----- --
_ __ _ _ _ ·_ _ Whe1.1~ver a specimen failed _ ins~~-~-;:.t4~-~-g!7~!:e.ping.:_~dev._Lc._e_s_>~-a-.----- -~--·-·------~---·--·-~------·--------------·:--··-~·---·-------·--·--·-------~- ' ' ,_ ---·---·--··-· .. "---···--------~--
.. -~- -~-- .--- --~. ·~:·· . .. 
thorough check was made to insure that the failure was .not- -ca-used by 
i =~=------=--=-==-=- --=•- -~--- - ------------------- - = -cc~-= . abr .. as.i.on . at ·=·the=••=e d-gecc= of-~=··t he=~-cc~t-e~,l= ,.,cl amps=~:-'""' -<I'h~·cc-csp·e~imerrs==; tlta"t=f~~fi'·letl~-- •=-~,=-··='-· --_·c.:·-~·=~:ccc·=cccc,-c~·-_ . .cc ~=-
as a result of 
tables Q 















- - - ·I 
Of the total of 178 .. fatigue specimens tested, th~ m~jority 
,t ~ • 
displayed a fatigue failure in a single exterior wire element, several 
had nearly simultaneous fatigue fai~ure in two exterior wir·es·, and in 
only one case did the-central wire fail in fatigueo 
Seve'ral of the tests having intermediate stress r~nges were 
re•statted after the first wire failed, with a proportioned reduction,, __ _ 
. ' 
in load so as to obtain the same minimum stress · and stress range. -~s -
f· 
_ was used prior to ~-ailureo In several of these re-runs,_ 'the number of 
cycles required to cause ·the second wire to fail was nearly -as large 
as the number which· caus.ed · the ini tia 1 failure o This phenomenon was 
' 
not made-· p.art of the study., but mentioned only to further indicate the 
complexity of fatigue _studies on prestressing stran~ e 
' . Throughout _ ~h.e ,, testing, it was noted that the temperature of 
the_ prest.ressing strand rbse a con~iderable amount o As a result, the_ 
calibrated ~hermo-coupies used to control the temperature of the i low- .. 
t-empe-r.at-ur-e--t-ests--we~e--· a-lso--used--to--~g-iv;e~-an --· indicat-ion---o-f--··--the- labora------·-:--~ 
. 
' . . ' . 
The temperature wasfourid :t'ci- rise-
- --·· -
25°F and 45°F.above laboratory conditions for specimens tested at 
stress ra~ges of 0.60 f' to Oo85 f' . , and Oo40' fU .. ___ .to Oo70 f' s-ms s-ms - s-ms - s-ms-
\---------=.:~=::.-==·"::c:~~~:~-~ --;respectively=o~·--These resu~ts ~reflect the- rise in temperature f-or a·_-
-- -- c.:;--- -- - -. . ---------












-, . 1- ·····--· - - ---
--- ' - ------ ----~-----------;------------------·ments-, -and cfo ~not--neces siir:i'ly-- repr-cis~nt-- --the- .·rise' ~i_n_ tempera-tu-re ____ of ______ -- --- ---- __ , ______ , ---,-- ' . -- . 
the interior surfaceso 
Th:e results of the fatigue t·ests at laboratory temperature 
for manufacturers A, B, and C are plotted in Figs o 13, · 14 and 15, 
• - ...... ~ ·' •. . l 
.-,-- - - e-•----··--·-•- ~-••"_ -· • 
- -- ·----·-•---- ----. ,---~- - ··-·-- -. ----·--- _.__.e.•------~-~-~ ... ---~.,~ .. •--',·' 
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respectivelyo The curves are drawn Bijloothly through the point,·at 
. 
. 
ea.ch maximum stress level, which represents the mean of the logarithms 
of the individual number of cycles -to failureo The effect of scatt~r, 
, 
so commonly observed in fatigue studies, is quite evident, This is 
especially noticeable.for each sample at .the following stress levels: 
, I 
0.60 £ 9 · to Oc80 f' 
s-ms s~ms 
.... ·--------- _ ·---·------·--·----'------c------F_ig o __ 1_3 -~"' ; ~_Sp_~~c ~~~~---A ______________________________ ---- .... ----- ---- _ --~ - . - ..... ~-. -- .. _. ·-•· ----- ---- ------'-----
/. ,· 
. !-····-·-·· 














-- ·-·-·, ··-·. ---,--.- ...... -,,. 
.. 
- .. 
- ·-·'"- - - ~ -- ---- - - ·- - ·- -··-~·-· ------~--- --- ------- - . -





----···-------·---·-·-----· - ---.--~------'··------- -··--- -- - . 
· Figo 14 
Fig. 15 · 
0.60 -f -~·- to 0.80 £' 
' . 
.. s ... ms 
.s-ms 
. · • . r.,·.-.- ' •' --~ ... -




to 0.76 f' 
s-ms 
. _:.:.~ ... ·-~_,.-_:...... 




to 0 .80 f' 
s-ms 
·- -------~------------·-0 .40 f I --· to--- Q • 6 Q f V 
s-ms · s-ms 
In Fig. 16 a comparison is made of the: results. from strand 
, t 
samples from the three manufacturers, by overlaying- the resulting 
---.. 




, ... , ... ,···-·•·""\ . 
. . -~·-
·- -----------·-----------·· ..... 
. . 
.. - .. ' . ·- - - ; ... --.---·,-: .. " 
.~ 
is made in Figo 17 between the results of the current. t~sts and ·the 
. . 
. ·-·-·----···'·---· ·--·---·--- .. ~---·•·····-· 
--results reported in previous studies, In this fig.ure the_ curves re-.. .. -~---- · · ·- ·· 




low temperature (O~F) on the prestressing s_trand is compared to· that .. _· :!.. 
of laborat.ory test conditions, (70°F) in Figo 18 o The curve repre~ent- _ 
. '\ .. 
. ...... ·. ·, ,•, , . .,, ... 
..... ., ..... 
' ' ing Oo56 £' was intetpolated from Fig. 17 and intersects the hori-s-ms 
' ......... •""' ,' :-~ •:. ' .. ' 1 •. 
. ',, . 









zontal Oo80 fU maximum stress line at N = 110,000 cycleso The s-ms 
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vertical line then represents the intersection· point of the Oo56 £' 
s-ms, 
~ . 
minimum stress curve and the 0 11 80 ·f i maximum stress level for each 
s-ms 
sampleo 
The data tabulated in Tables 6~ 7, and 8 represent the 
statistical computations of Tables 3, 4, and 5, respectivelyo Each 
---- _-:_ _________________ ~------- ----- -------~---~--------------- ·-- -- -~- --·--· ----- - -
. one-of the-Three pairs of tables represents the :results having a 
- --·-- ···-·- ··--·-----,--,------·--···-----. 
' 
,-- ..... ' -
minimum stress of Oo60 f'. ,. 0~40 f' , or Oo56 f' • 
i s-ms s-ms s-ms 
.Each of the statiitical tables is divided into three parts; 
- .· .• : -- / C: 
(1) identifying varia~les, (2) fatigue life statistical properties,\ 
• 
and (3) logarithmic fatigue life properties. - - - ...:_·.·. - - - ;-_. ,,; . 
by: 









. .. '.~ - :::-:: :~:;:; _·,: . 
- - .·.· - - .. . •-·-......:·-·:·,---',: .... _____ :·----.---'.-----··-~ and the Standard Deviation from the mean as given by: - - -~- . ,, - :_~ :' --
r 
' t. ~ ..... ' .\ • - ..•. ' ... 
1 n 2 
DN .= . . E (N - N) 
n-1 1 
,•' ~--·.' ,, 
. j . 
. . . 
. . . --- --- ------- --·-·-------•- ' ---
--~ ·----·-·-------' ····---------···-------- - -- --
-·---·---~-
.The ratio of DN/N then gives an indication of the extent 
of the scatt-er for each set of test s_peciniens o 
., ... ,~.,., ··~ ·J - I Similarly, the mean 







• ------.::--:-:-::-:-:-=--:'."."":"'::-:-.. _. ________ ···········-·-,·---- -- - --· -------- ··-····· ---- -· . -----~·.-.'":'_'":.-:---=:::=--:'-.--:--::-~-.:-.:-7:-:-:-_:-:-::-:-- --·-··-------·--·---·----···-··--::-::=.:-77:'.:".·~--... --.. --·--:-__ _.:______ ---- --- - ··-· ··---- -----~-------
-- ··--··-- --- -·- ---. ----:-.-::-:-·~- - . _. - .: - . .. - .. ::== ..'::::=. ..':::=. -·------~-........ - -. 
,. ' 
·-·-· -'-·'--· ..... ,. 
\ . 
·. . .. ~ ---., 
. ' 
This quantity was then used to find the logarithmic 
Standard Deviation: 
• I ii Q 
.. 1.1. I II I -5~ :::_oem-cttsw ;- ~ 
. t . 
• I 
---- ----------- --~~----===--=· =_. _== ___ - ___ ..... _ ---_____ ,=.., ________ ~. __ ..... _~_ ----------- ----=-·--., __ IU!l!II!!!!!_ i.!-·--····111!!!!!!---=-=-=-=--==-- ------ --~--~-~~s 
D = 
1 n 
n-l-E (Log N 
1 
---.\J '· 
.. ~ '·' ' 
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- () ,,. 
t 
- . -Lo====g-N) 2 
·-Theie statistical properties were thin.used to make graphi-
cal presentationso 
. - . -·--·-.-i 
In Figo 29, the load rangei R., was plotted as 
s 
the ordinate, with Log N aS the abscissa, for all laboratory tempera~· 
-·· ~ . . 
ture test:_~pecimenso A least squares solution was then obtained, 
·,· I • •,' 
-< 
----------·--- --- - ---·---- --- -· ---- - - ·-. -·- ------------- -~-- ----------------
..... 
- 0.1373 R + 0.0~303 R 2 
s s 
Log N = 6~356 
.where: 
- R·=s -s·--_-
s max L . ·---. 
. --~ .. --- - '-------:- ·-:-' . 
.. : , .... 
The equation for the Endurance Limit, SL, is based on an assumed_ 
straight line_ relationship within the following limitation: 
'')·. 
.. _. ..... , -40% < S <. 60% 
min -
and thereby restricting R: 
s 
-
. . ~ . ~-·· .... , ... - ' ' 
. . r. . ~~ 
' .. ·-. ' ' 
• _ ,·--·,•·•--• ·-·- ·•. •-~a-~'-V>c•-.,-,~=--~--..-_,-_•, .. ~·Ls .·~---·~•--.•~------·-,- -~- .,,.---,--+•-•;• . -... - _; - • -,-•--~·.-·-,,•a,--.~'---·,-•.•>-•-.,-•,•,_,,,_.,-,-.;,,_·'_.-,, .. -, ---• •-•-••• - •n ,-,. '' 
·<Q • 
., - -·--···-·-·--,~···-·· -·-,----·- :- --- ---·- ··-·· ····-·--··- ······--· .. - ----·- - --- -· . ··- . 
-
R -< 20% 
·s. -
" ···- . -- ---~--- -----'---- -- -





' . ·- ----·····--··----------· ------.. ------·-----·-·~Similarly, R was·correlated to the Standard Deviation, D, s 
---- ----- --· -- -·-
----- ------ ------------- __ ---- . . . -·----.. --_ 10.-FTg:--2:r; i:iiid a· -ie"a"S 1::-S(!tiares fit was again app 1 ied to give a fir s _ __:t_~-=--~---:··=··:~-~----~--~--~~:-. _"'--'--;--





D = Ool53 - 0.0035 R _ 
s 
. . . 
'\ ·. -_:.:··-·. ... 
L. '., ... , 
.,.,. , .. _., '. •:· i'', ... 
1 ~ ... ~---25- = -r==d#:,¥3 • ~ • LU 
--
- ---------- ---·- - -~ -




. - ----- ---- -------~ ,----- -·--- -·--
I 
--- -·- -·--··-,......,= g g :_ -- --- -. - . - - - - -~""' -- ·ii 
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In Figso 22 and 23.the stress range S was·plotted with 
r 
respect to Log N to obta'in two equati?ns O The first (Figo "22), is 
' 
- --J - .- a log-no.rmal function: 
Log N ' 2 - 002077 s + 0000316· s r r 
./' 




,,~ ' Log N = 9.998 - 30566 Log S 
i r 
--- ··~ ... : -
.·. ·7 
. - (_ 
I l • '• 












· The statistical information required for a- Chi .. Square 
' goodness-of-fit test is tabulated in Table 9. To e11able all of -·' 
.j--····-··--······· 
-. . ' . 
the results from the laboratory test specimens to be used, it was 
necessary. to use a change-of-variable parameter Z as the abscissa 
;,···------.. .- ~ 
- ---
- . -------- ~--· ~-- - ·- .,. ---· .; for a freq~ency atstribution curve: 
. '}' . 
.;· 
where z = log N - log ·N ~ 
D ----· ····- _.: ., ... -·-
. j 
' ' 
- · The nine increments of - Z were chosen so that the ·resulting. ~rea 
under the Theoret-ical Normal Curve. (see Fig. 19_,_or·_ Refs o 10 and 11) 
---· -.-.·-..... --._·-.·.'.·'.:··--,· -----
r,. 
- .~ . -· ... 
.. y = /21; ;.z)22· e 
- . - - . - -',-'·-- -- ------- -·:·------·------------ ·-- --·-
was_ ·equal for each incremento · The goodness-of-fit test is then 
· ........ , 
I 
--------·-··-- ---------- ....... -- ... - t 
- ------·---·-- -------·---.. --------------------------- -- --·· - ---· ----- -:--__ ---~~--_ -_ ~--~--:____ _ --·~·expressed--a~.-=-· -- ··----------------------··---·----- ---- ---









,, ... \ 
I ~ •.' 
. ,' ,·:• 







.. --·------·-·· -·-- . 
.. - ··)·;:_;:,:,:·::: ··; 














With nine increments of Z, the number of degrees of freedom is eight, 
2 and -the expression. for x0005 c·an be determined from any set, of sta1;1.d-
ard- stat·istical tables as:· 
15051 
/ 
T~ values of ~.OS for the test series were: 
"· 




··-- ··- ' . ··------- ·-- - .. - ' 
-----·~~~--··-- ----- ~--~:-------· 
.( 
----·· ---~ .• . _·:.-~---- ,! _________ · . .::-.:: __ ~-:. • ..:.:....:... •. -~.'-:.-··:_: __ .-_-_----~--·--.-·-- ,;;_-__ . ______ .:_ __ --------------··-··- . • •... '(J.. '- B =. 21086 . . . 
'' 
. . 
·. A+B+C · = 16.44 
Another comparison of the distribution of_ the fatigue tests . 
with th~ Theoretical Normal Curve 'can be made by constructi_ng a 
·,\_ Histogram {Fig o .19) o .. In :this case, the increments of Z are chosen 
.to be equal, and the number of observed failures in each increment is 
tabulated in Tab le 10. ,This number of observed failures then· repre-
sen ts the vertical dimension of the shaded rectangles, . tq some conve~-
. ient scal~o '.The scale is chosen so that the sum of_ t,he area of the 
















. the rectangle.a is .thetr used as a s-caling factor to propor~ioriately~~~~==··-·=--···-~· ~---r 
··-- '- -~- -l 
·-· I 
l 
c~a·nge the ordinates of the Theoretical Normal Curve o The result of . _..,.;,....-- ' 
the above scaling is that the area of the shaded rectangles is equal 






The distribution of the test results is very· similar to those obtained 
by Warner and Hulsbos, (l) in that the maximum number of failures occurr·-
' ed either to th~ right or left of the·center line, with a marked absence 
.,. 
. in the range of Z between -0.25 and -Oo 75 o 
' I. 
'I ' I 
'• J • ,, .•.• ' 
. \ . 












So .DISCUSSION 0 F R E S_,· U L T S 
• 
J . 
,, 5 o 1 . STATIC RESULTS 
In making a compariso·n of the properti_es of the various 
·strands, the difference in the cross-~ectio.na~ area should be borne 
' . 
. 
in mind, as well as the minimum requirements of ASTM Standard 
A4t6-64o (l7) .)/ The Standard does not specifica1·'1y cover the high 
_ .strength strand, and therefore, the minimum specified ultimate 
'r' 
' 
.tt • ,,. • 
- - -
- • • . 
' £. 
-load of 41o3 kips and" ffomina-1>~-rea of Oo 153 sqo ino as quoted by 
' . ' 
the manufacturers will be used ... as. a basis for the discussiono 
r Based on these two quantities, a spec-i--f-ied--mi-ni-rnum--u-lt-~mate stres-s 
of 27000 ksi would be impliedo 
-~--- -- - -- --- ---------- ·-·-··-
,·· ,--- .. ----------r_--· --
--~-------~ 
... ------ C -,, • The range of the average ultimate loads was fo_und to be 
_ .. - ... ,. __ ... ·- - -· __ ,. __ . --- ·, -l ..._ .- ·, 
-~- -- - . -- _, -·-- -----· -· -
from42o6 kips to,44o3 kips, or 3.15%. to 7.26% above 'the minimum 
specified ultimate loado. In terms of stress, based on actual areas, ' 
the range was- from2,76o9 ksi to 28406 ksi,.or 2.56% to 5e.40% above 
------ -•- ----·-----·--- ---M-- ------- J -- ·---·---••••--•••••--·-·------•-• - -





· · ~-- · _______ ...... acc:epted. tests fell within such a narrow band, and above the minimum 
.. - . \ . 
-requirements', indicates the consistency of the pres tressing ~tI"c:tnQ.. · _______ . 





···--- ·- -···-- ----- -
"'t7· -- ---------·--·-----··---- -·- -·---·-- -
,, 
JJIII 
. . -------"···- -
. -Similc;1.rly., the requirement for-a minimum elongation of ·-----·----,.--··--·- ' ---·-- ' . 
--- - ----------. .. ···- -- -
....... --------,-'.'.....-~-----3-:5%, bas~a:-··on--- a --24-ino gage ~ength, was .surpassed fn each teste 
, ... -.... ------~-
·- ·-- •---------·· --···"·-···-"···~•"""'''"'"'••••••~•••• .••••·n,.,..,,,.,,.,..~,,,,,..,_,, .,_.,v,••1·-•"''~, .. ,.,-,.,.~,,,.,.,,,.,,.n\'' ......... ~.-·-----··---···-·-·-··••••-•"•- . , , 
· . 
.• ,·,11 ': 
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The ASTM requirement that the yield: strength·· (85% of the 
specified minimum ultimate load at 1%) was also ·achieved in every 
test o The lowe·st- average for the strand from any manufacturer was 
-36e5 kips or 23705 ksi, which were 3o99% and 3o49% greater ~han the 
minimum specified values of 3501 kip_s and 22905 ksio The maximum 
value of 25201 ksi is 9o85% above the minimum specified valueo The 
9085%, when coupled with the 3049%, agai,n indicates -the consistency 
·of the strand testedo It is interesting to note that when considering 











set , the test . re 8-1:1!.~-~ .!.~~-!.:~~-::.~. !~;-~~;Jg}:i,,-c2l:JJ9!fLJ~ ?- ksi,, . .helow_ to.···'"--~~----+ .. ~ ......... .., .. -.,,_ .... --._._____........~~-·'!!'!!!<!3.-.. ~~"'..- ... "."~·-!· .. ·-.·!"·~····~--·-·-------·· ... -~· ... ··!.·-·-"'..-"..,...._~·~--:·~·~ ..... - .......... ~- _-, - - -- -- - ----- - - -- -- - . . . .· 
.,. r ..._ i \ 




3.9 ksi abpve the value obtained at 1% elongationo The difference 
l ,, 
,, 
·between the two .quantities for this specific type of prestressing 





strand is negligible, and for all practical purposes, these two 
definitions produce equivalent results. • 
C'.i. 
The final property tabulated in Table 2. is the.modulus of 
_elastictty for the strancio The values listed are again the average 
J 
of several tests for ea:ch manufactu.rero The actual range of values 
-- __ ,__·~ ----t··-----.:---·'t 





obtained was from 27,700 ksi to 30,600 ksi, with the former belong~ 
. -· 
. ------~----·- .--- ,-·· ----~- ____ (_ . 
-·- - -~ -- --- -- -- ------ ----------.-
-~ 
-·--




------ ---- . 
. .., 
longed to ~he group with an·average of 29,800 ksio The values listed 
1. 
!i ~ ' j; 
are higher than those generally quotedo The difference migh,t be 
attributed to the pre-loading required to seat the copper grips, \ ~ ··- . : .. .. ·- ··- . -· -· - -. "" .· .. ,_ ·. ·-·-·····. -., ......... ,.. -.. -., -· ·- __ ,, -, .... , . -- ....... -. ,._,.-. . ...... ;. -. -... -........ -- .... -· -....... ····- ., ... ,.-.. -.... ,-.-.. -- ..... ,.,~,.-~~~ ... -- ~ . . ·r-.. ·· as described in Chapter 3. This pre-loading would undoubtedly re- · i 
ii duce the slack between the individual wireso The method of cutting 
. ·\ 
...•••...• .'! 
.... ·.•I. • •••I . . 
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.. the, short specimen lengths (6'0 inches) fro~_ ~he reels _ _1nay __ h~ve ___ had , 
,,:· 
an ef feet. also, as it, was found tha't .unless care was. taken to fuse 
. • 
. . , • , . I the indi v.idua 1 't4lires together, the exterior wires had a tendency to 
become ldose in the end regio~-~--o ___ ---~ --~-~v~-~~ ____ o_! ______ 't:h~ .. d~ __ ta ____ from ___ prev..i_ou_s ________ , ________________ · _____ .. .............. -...... --- ------ ..... ·-- -----·.-- ...... .. . ·-- ----------- - - ................. -- - ..... --- -- - - - ........ --- ...... ---··.... I 
- - - - - - -------
----- --------
I •·'" "•-• •·t 
. - ' ..... _. -· . '. . . . ' 
.... 
research at Fritz Engineering Laboratory·, obtained by several other 
methods, yielded results similar to the tabulated v~lues ct 
·• 
5.2 FATIGUE RESULTS 
5 o 2 o 1 Laboratory Temperature 
' . 
. . ~ 
\, In the preceding section describing static t .. ests, it .was 
possiple ·to use an arithmetic mean to ad~quately express the static 
properties of prestressing strand.o . However, an examination of 
. Tables 3 and 4 indi'c?ates that this approach could be mis leading for 
.. ·. -i;> 
fatigue studies o The major difficulty encountered in a fatigue study 
,, 
is due to the inherent scatter of test resultso Studies have ·shown 
that the fatigue life of a specimen ._d~pends upon the ind-i-v-idu-a-1-~f-i:be-r 
stresses and· stress concentr~ti.ona However, due to the nature of 
. ·•I· 
. . 






testing proc~dures, most tests are perf;?rmed using average stresses, ... ---~------· -·----------··· - --
-. . ........ - .. 
.. ·-----4-----·· · ... - . ·---·.···-" ... ,.: ___ -·-··-
based on a load as m~asured by machine indicator, and the average 
~-
cross-sectional area of the specimeno \ In studiesYof solid, homo-
geneous materia 1, i;~_~-µ.Jts have been obtained. where the----di-vergence----· 
-· -----
from the mean value is greater than the mean itselfo With this in 
•• •• • •••-• ••• •• .-•• -·•••··•••·•••••- ,- • ··-
- ~-~-- •--- • • ••- •• ••••--~---• -- -- • 
- --- •• •• ~-•• - -
-- -• - - • 0- C -• • ..,,,.,- • r- _--,-.;':;-:';:;=-:- ~-•• ,.,:-, ,. e • • ,,·- •" - -~ ........ .. .. - ;;c ... ;; .. ccc·~., • .-;;;;;,c;c:~;.;.;;";.,;:.~.cc .. cc,c;,_;;c; --='mittd·";''·'tt'·' "is·""ufid'e:fsf.:itndab le··-·that:···· so much scatter was obtained' parti-' 
cularly when considering the nature of 7-wire prestressing strand. 
f 
l ·: • I 
.. 
.. -- --··=- I 7 ____.£.Q =~-----,·---S=-,- ....... = L-
- ' - - - . - - .,.,-
. , ___ .,,_. __ ~-- --··---------~· 
' \ ' 









The fatigue failure showri in Figo 12, represents th~ fail= 
ure mode. ~f the maj orit'y_ o.f :. thr test specimens-., 
," \ ' 
begins on the int~rior face of an ·exte~i6r.~ire 
The fatigue failU:re 
element _ and _proceeds 
approximately mid-way throu_gh the wire o At this point the stress on 
- --- - ._ ---
·the area remaining intact is so great that final failure suddenly 
- - -- -- ···,·' 
- ' - . ···--. . . . . 
~ · occurs by a direct tensile modeo This failure pattern .. indicates c,. 
41 
that the friction between the face of the wire that failed, the 
· center wire, and the adjacent exterior wire may produce an undesir-
able stress conce~tration which initiates the fatigue failureo 
The stress ranges at which excessive. scatter occurre·d were 
previous~y indicated and can be seen in Figs. 13, 14, and 15, or 
- There are two factors which 
==~--
"· ' 
- - . - .. . ': ·;• . -
_____ -----------~------ __ ~r~m- the. _ratio DN/N in Tables 7 and 8 o 
··- ---·---- ------- '. -- ·--------·-·- -- . 
,p . ,, 
. 
·appear to influence the extent of the scatterQ The first, is the· 
\ ·.·,:, ,·, ' 
----------------
magnitude of the maximum stress o The gi::eatest amount of scatter 
)• 
·occurred when·the maximum stress was either Oo76 £ 9 or 0.80 f' 
s-ms s-ms' 
which is· generally in the vicinity of the beginning of the inelastic 
- ( 
region of the stress-strain relationshipo The second factor is the 
· ______ :_~--~---;·---=:··----·--------- _ magnitude o·f the stress range Sr o. This factor overlaps with the. - _______ _ 
. -··-. .. .., ... _ ... _ ·-·· -··· , .. --- ".·--· .. ·- ....... " ................. - .... ""··----· -· .............. - ....... ..... . . -··-·····-·· -···- -·---······--------- .. · .. ----·'"·· ·~'-'-'-··-....c......--=---------=-·-··-· ....._ ... --c--
... --····---------·------··--------------·---- --.. -·-··· .... ---·- ......... 
. first in most cases, but it also appears to account for the scatter 
L I ., 
which occurs when both the maximum and minimum stress are relatively 
. . ... ' - . . . - ·- . '. 
-· ·-·--·- ---:,-··-------------··-··-----·--·--- -·- -·- --··---·-'-··------------·-··--
- ·------···----·---
. "',-.:,._• ,";· - •-. - - ····---···--· --··-·----···--·-···- .. -.... - --
low G) These two factors are a result of the _spinni_ng process by 
which prestressing strand is manufacturedo As a result of this pro-
-·. -_,. .. -..__-,.-. ,._, ____ -.,.-
·· - - .. ---------
\. ... · \.,) 
,/ 1 
I' , \ 
1.·'.J \ . ' 
•. I , 
., - . - --- - ··:r - .:.· -··- - -· .'" --·-· - • - • - · __ . - ·--~c-~-,.-_-c,,.----:--'.:-· :,_. ·····-•· --- ~- -···-- · · ____ ; ___ --- - · · - .. · - ---· -----· __ ·.·. ·· -· · · · .. "'..'.· · ·.::-·:--·····-··•:··"'·---·-:.·"'."'·_--:--_-:::-·--- -~_-·---- ··-··-. -- • • ·:-_ -- -- ··- -·- - ·- ·- -• ·- - - -·-· - --;__· • - • -- -- . - . --- -·- -· • - ·- •• - • ·- • -· - ••----· . • --· - ... - .. ···----· -·-· -_-:- ··;-··--- ··:··_ .. --~·-_:-.· ._ . . .:· .. ---· :.:._ .. :." .. - .· ... - ---~--~--,·-----,-~----.,--=:..::l.:.:.;=:,----: . ...:.._ _ _ ·:,. __ - .. ---"'. ··_ -·-
c es s, the individual wire elements of the strand ar ..e under variable 
loadso Therefore, when. the average stress on the strand is near the 
..... ,, .. ,-,\·· ... ,,.,_.,-t 
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L 
.: ..... ,., .. , ....... ". '. : .) 
<,O 
- -37- ,,,,, ..... 
, • I 
L, 
Will still be in the initial elastic region,.iWhile otp.ers Will be in 
. ' .! 
(J, 
. 
···. ·the inelastic regiono S'tudies have shown that the fat1igue life of a 
.. ~::• 





. -- ... - ' . . -
-
··-·-·---~:~~~~-. 
.'_ --·······- ··:\· ,j . I. 
specimen is · increa·sed ·tf it has ·been· strained into· the: inelastic region • 
This phenomenon occurs because, under O these conditions, the load is 
distributed unif~rmly across ·the cross-section o In the cutting pro-
l. 
• cess, the center wire was observed ·to pull in when a poor. cut was 
l 
' madeo This indicates that the center wire is_ under tension and as 
a result, would be the first wire stressed into the in~lastic region. -
. 
Since this wire is relatively straight compar~.d to the exterior wires,. 
its stress· would be more uniformly d{stributed than the_ others o These. 
two facts may account· for the·occurrence of only one center wtre fati-
gue failure out of 178 test specimens. 
... " ' ; 
' 
'· .. 
....... --··'' ··--. -- .~· -
The difference in load distribution al~o accotints for the_ 
. 
scatter --with a· high stress range, at stresses well below the inelastic . 
. regiono Some wires will be stressed considerably higher than others·, . 
·and therefdre, the fatigue life will be· lower • 
The cause of the scatter was investiga~,Jd by constructing 
various relationships between the· load range, stress range, and number 
"" .. -·-···----· -~· ... ---------· - . 
. ~--
-·,- - - - -- - . - . 
.... ·---·-----·-------·-----'------·-- --- ... -
--~------------· 
- ------· --- --·-- ---- ----~-- - - -- ---·-··--··-------·----------·-- ····--·-·-··· ·····-------- - . ·- .. -,- --···---- ... -- ..... -· ·-· ---·-·· ._ ...... - -----·-- ··-- ·- ··-- -·-·· -· ·----------
' 
previously mentioned, the Histogram (Figo 19) displayed a f~equency 
. dii;tribution very similar to that obtained by Warner and Hulsbos. (l) 
The majori~y of the.values of Z which fell into the ranges that ( . . . . .. . . •. .. ... 
-· .. ;. ~ ~ " " .... ·- ..) ' . 
ranges that had considerable scatter, wh~reas the other stress ranges 
' !•"! 
'> 
..., , . I 
-- -- -··· ··---, - --·---··---~--- ·- ~ --,.-r=-•---~-·-. -·-·-··----------- .---_- --· ------ ·~·-···-·· ---$·-,-~. - ... 
-·---·,'"·-~-··~·-···-----·•· 
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·ar~ proport __ ioned __ thrq_µghput. tl1e ra11ge of Z .· considered o No exp lana~. 
\~ 
JI 
tion can· be given as to ~hy the maximum, number -·of-poi:nts fell into the· .. ~- : : . . . 
t . t 
same region in both the W~rner · and Hulsbos report, and the current 
,, 
StUdYo. I 
' 20 and Fig" 22, The equations for ··Log N ,· derived··from 
i-ndicate the di£ ference·~obtaine4 when the load range·, R ~-, is used as 
., 
. ' . s 
compared to the stress range, S e 
1 - r 
The advantage of the. latter para-
• 
meter is that· the Endurance Limit for the materia 1 need not be det·er~. 
minedo"' In- this study. it was possible to make a reasonable estimate 
_ for the Endurance Limi.t, but since the number of_ specimens tested 
------ •-"' 
in the low stress range level was small, the accuracy was limited. 
. . . 
On "-~he other hand, the stress range is cl-early defined within the 
·---- , .. --~--------- - -· 
" 
I 
range of stresses consideredo A second order equation was found. 
to be the most reasonable mathematical model in both cases. In ·· .. 
---·~ 
·, . 
Fig~ 23, Log N is plotted v1ith Log S ,to obtain another equation r . . 
· which was found best suited to. a linear formo To emphasize the- ((!Om-· 
pari~on; ~he 
1
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·""·· 
. I • 
results obtai~ed _f.rom the various ·equation·s is not too significant 
when compa~ed 'to· the scatter obtained in t·he actual ·testingo . 
- . . .. . ~ . 
In previous studies, ~. c.orrelation was indicated between 
the Standard Deviation,· D and the range of stresseso An examina-
tion of Figo 21, indicates tliat·;.:there is some validity i~ the ,relati.on-
/ 
ship in that as the load range, R , . is reduced s, fh·e delliation increas'"es •. : 
. . . s' 
. The relationship would be more pronounce~ if points correspo·nding to 
\ .. 
~::J>:' • . ~ --~ • the test results at the lowest load ranges were neglected, since these· , 
.. 
'otj~ ''· 
points represent~ only two or three specimens. On the other hand, the 
. . 






. T_he, results of the goodness-of:"""fit test indicate that fpr 
\ .. 
\ 
· .. ,, . . . test series for manufacturers A and C the -,..2 values of 6 :65 an~ 4. 73 
. . -... ~ :-,::r.:-;.~.::r:.::.:~.:~': ' \ .. . 
/ . . · 
,: 
. ' 
are well within the x6_ 05 value of 15,;Sl, whereas the value of 21.86 
. ' 
for manufacturer B indicates that generally there was too much scatt~r. 
2 . i · 
Considering the results o_f the three group~ as one,' the x · value of 
16.44 is ·just beyond the theoretical value of 15.51. The value of 
•/ gives an indic.ation of the reliability ofthe tes.ting\ procedure 
\ 
.,. -~~--: ~- ...... 
• . _ _._ •. -,...p •.• • . 
'. ~ 
- ·-- .. ·-·-- -- ~·-----·---·---- --- ---··-·-·· ·-· -·------
··-·- --- . ---.. -· -··- -------- ---
··-. . .. ---------------~---.--·--·-··· 
---------------···· 
-'- ------ ------------ --·-----. -----·--· -----· - .. -- ------- -- -···-·-·--------~----- ----
---·--- --------






' . - l 
l 
values, therefore, indicate that --for---spec-imens----made·---:from--the---samp-le-------------:~--~--~ ... : .. -............ ~--------·-- ...... . 
. . , , , . 
j · ---··-----·---------~-.··-----·-·--from · manufacturer B some ·· variab .. le ...... may ....... no.t ...... ha:v:e.-... bee.n .... na.c.ci.gu,n.ted ..... ,,fo.r---.----.. --··-----· _,._ _______ . ·----. -----
1 j 
---- ·-· -------·- ----- - ·- - p ·-
•· -------,-- ·-- ---·--
In Figo 16 a comparison is made between the ~ndividual" 
· . .._, .. ·. c .. ·.c .. cc., .... -,= ..... ="·· =·=-=--="-'==··· ....=--........ • .. ·- .. · . _ ... · ,. 
S-N curves of Figsa 13, 14,and 150 Considering the previous dis-
cussion on scatter, the relative difference between the three curves. 
···) 
==·· ·-- ·--~-~··.~ .-----~~-~-·-----·- --------,---, 
I >. 
., ...... 






can be considered negligible and as a result, a curve representi.ng ,.. 
._ . 
the ·average_. result will be used in. the subsequent d'iscussiono 
,, ~ . 
In the comparison',.between the curren.t research wi'th that · 
. .. 
., of previous research· (Figo 17) it can be seen that the d!fference is 
\ 
. . 
c;·u ••· ·--· -· ·· · · not too significant, It should ·be remembered that the previous 
Lehigh(l) test series and the Iowa State <2) test se'ries were based on 
.... 
' 7 /16-ino 250 ksi 7=wire strand, whereas the present .study. :is.:based on. · 
1/2-ino 270 ksi 7-~ire strand. The Iowa State study had o-nly· one mini~· 
mum stress level (0.50. f;) while the previous Lehigh .. study. i~cluded 
/ 
... ., .. .. :;-
.. ... ( 
. .; . 
. • 
........ :·· .... ··~ 
·~· two minimum stress levels, , Q, •. 40·· f' and 0.60 f' o The present study, ______ .... -~------ ~----,------ .. ----------.. ______ _. ..... ----·--·--- ______________ ... ___ ·-·-- - . . ... s. . . s 
,.,,. .. 
· ... ~-... , ....... :· .... ··however, used two minimum stress levels of 0.40 f' and 0.,60 £' 
s-ms s-ms 
_, to enable a comparison to be made between the st.rand obtained· from 
the various manufacturerso This difference is not significant as· ·· ·--- - -- -·------------- -· 
.. ·- .. ---·--·----·--·- _--··--·-~------------····--·- -- . ... . the maximum di£ ference between f' and f' ·was prev~ou~ ly given as s s~ms 
5 .40%. ,,. 
1 ,, 
. ' . . . -· .. -· ·-~ The. curves. ·obtained from the present study do not explicitly 
· .. -?~ 
' . 
r>· . 
"·-, indicate an Endurance ·Limit, but whe.n compared to .. the previous · Lehigh 
.. 
I 
study i.t is obvious that at the Oo60 f' minimum levei, it would _______ ---· · ---·--·-------. _ ___ _ _ __ . _ . . - s-ms - -_____ -- _ -- --~ -~·-_-.:._· ~ -- _..=:....:~~-=--=---- -----______ . -··-----------~--'-. -----·--------- ---
- ---- -·- ·- --- ~ -- -·.... ·~-- --· ~ 
. -- ·-----·--·-- ~" .... I 
require only a· small reduction of maximum load to achieve much more 
· than 2,000,000 cycles of loadingo minimum leve 1 
--------- .. --. ----- - -·-. -
At the 0.40 f' 
s-ms ,,0,. ,c"• ., __ ,,, .. ,nn>,,~ ---·•• ---A ~ M ~ .. · .. , .... , .. ·,•,., .. ., ... ,,.,., ....... , .. ,, •• _" ., ., ... ""· .. '" /' '·':.•:•"• .. '''""" : '.~ ... :.~·.:= .. ·: ....... •- .... ·• .......... ,_ . . _... . ..... _. ................... _. .... . 
·- ··- . --------~-- ------------ . 
.. --·- -·- - . --- -- - -- . .. 
however, it appears that a. greater decrease in maximum load should 
~ave been employed to reach cycles well beyond ·the 2,000,000 level.· 
___ _ 
..... -'.·.:...-.·:..-.. ::::: - _·:_:: - _ -:.·.--~-~··_·_··_.:._·_-·--···;_--····--~--- - -=--- -· .----· 
. - - -·-
. · .. -:-_._-·:·::.·.:::·.-:·:~--:.:·.-::.:·:-.~-:.: --· .. ' .. ~-- -- ... 
Values···(),f Oo71 f' and Oo50 f' were taken as the Endurance Limit . . ' s-ms s-ms 
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· ·. or roughly· lo%· Q,f the minimum specified ultimate stress above the. mini-
n · ,0 
•• 
'·. ' . mum stress levelo . I 
0 • ' ' 
" 
I .. :. 
'I 
. I 
~ ', . . : ' ' 
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It is interesting to note that fot a 10% increase in stress~/ 
I. 
•••.•••.•• -,,l,, 
-·-··----- --------· ·in the elastic region in.the prestressing_strand, .. there would be.a 
- _ .. _:...:.. ___ -· ... -- . .,:,_. 
.·· 
., 
!:,-•.-.·•,, ....... , .... , ., ... ,.,.,,_,, ..... 
. . . 
. """-
.. 
- . ' ....... ---· -· . ··- . -
' .. ~ 
.I . 
• I 
· corresponding .. incr,~ase of 2~8 · ksi in :the adjacent concrete,., This·· . 
. . l' ·. 
would indicat'e. that for prestressed concrete members governed cby. t'he• 
I 
• • • - , • ' 
-. • 
0. ••• 
. / . 
-present desi-gn codes, th,e stress -range to which a member is subjected 
·, 
would rarely exce~d Oo 10 f u ·· o. ·Ther·efore, the member would hflve .a s-ms , 
1 
. I ;. fatigue life in the vicinity of approximately 2,000,000 cycle~& The 
literature reviewed indicated that whenever a prestressed member 
failed in fatigue, the failure was generally attributed to fatigue 
' . . ' 
in the prestressing strand, indicating a discrepancy between the above 
statement and the actual conditiono This discrepancy has been ex-
· plained by other· investigators who have found that even though the 
prestres·sing element has a reasonable fatigue life when tested alone, 
the fatigue life is lessened when the element is tested in conjunc-
.. tion with concrete. Initia_l studies have indicated that when a crack 




' . ----····--· --·---• • - --•~------·---,........_,-•T •• C' •••-· ' --·-' ' ---•••----·-·-· ~ •--. • • 
element, the resulting stress conditions tend to reduce the fatigue 
····-- ····---·-·· .. ·-- --
--·------ -- -· ·-·-··- - -· ---- - ·- -- ----- - - - -- .-- . - ----· - --· . - ···- - ···········--- ··-•--"--·············--··-·····--
"life of the element considerablye · It was found, and explained· earlier, 
--···· ···-······-· ..... ~~.: ---~-- . -- - .. · ----- .-- -··. ·; --•·••·•"· -··. - ···•· ... 
that whenever stress concentrations were introduced, as a slight 
mis-aligrunent of specimens, the fatigue life of a prestressing strand 
- ··-.... ----- -- --· __ , ... ··-· - -· 
·:.:· .. ·-~.:.=--~ .. .:.::. :. - ' - ··-·. - -·------·--- ·--··- ·::.::-:::: ___ . -












5 .• 2 • 2 . Low Temper at ur e . ---· -c-~----~--------------,_:-c- -~--,~--c--~--~-----~-:~----c:·-------·-·-· -- ··- --·· : .... ·77·--- ---·---
The results from the .. low temperature ·:test' ~e;.i~s a~e ;re- . . .. \. 
sented in Table .8, and shown graphica.lly in Figo 18 o The amount of 
-
· fleeted in the -~ati_o DN/N and D in Table 8, and Fig •. 18 ._ 
In general, the r~sults indicate that·:che fatigue life in-
'I ' 
___ c_r_eas_es. as the temperature of the test specimen .is· loweredo An. 
examination of the Low-Fatigue-Life data will show that for the 
samples obtained from manufacturers B, D, and Ethe fatigue life 
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·... increased--- 32,600, 3.b,600, and 16,300 cycles respectively, for the 
· .. ' 
- .,.._ -- ... ·-- , .. 
-·· --------
·1ow temperature condition; whereas, ·for A, · and· B, the~e was only 
a decrease qf 1,300 and 9,800 cycles; respectively. This indicates 
that the result is _somewhat in agreement with-the metallurgical 
concept which indicates an increase in fatigue life with lowered 
. ~ . 
C 
. ' (" .. , . - • ' 0 temperature, when the temperatures considered fall bet~een 500 F 
. d' 0 
· an -250 Fo The range---0-f-t-empe-"Ea-t-1:1-£-e-s-_eens-ide-l"-ed-'ttla-s-n~~-g-r-eat .. -·----. --------·--. . . 
enough to produce a conclusive result, but did indicate that the 
--·-·--- ··--·--·-··--------- ----------------· -·- \ 
i . ' - ··-· -- -- ---
. - --·----··-------------·--···. 
'· 
results of the tests are in ·agreement with this concept. 
------'· --- -
. ' 
.. --------- -- --------·- --- . 
• 
. The cul:'ve representing O o 56 f' in Fig o 18 was inter-s-ms 
·'' 
- .....----------·-- ..,- -
... 
• t d f F · 17 t b 1 · t b ad w · th th ·· a • -· ·------ ----------pre e rom 1.ga , o ena. e ~. comparison· o ·· e m e .. 1. e m 1n --------··-...... _ .. __ .... -· ... 
test serieso The interpretation was made assuming ·a lfnear rela-
tionship between Oo40 f' and Oo60 f' o Only the specimens from 
. . . ....... - ....... . . - s-ms - - --- - .. .. ·--s--ms · · 
manufacturer A fell to, the right of the vertical line. repres·enting 
a minimum stress of Oo56 f' and a maximum stress of 0.80. f' o s-ms s-ms 
I 
- ·---·· ----------·- -------·-·-
'"""'"""e..;;;~.....;.,_;:,~~;:::-.--- -- -· -
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I • ·•.. • , ., • 
-., 
,( I.__, 
to the lin~, as can be seen from Tab le 8. Fig. ''This would 
) . 
indicate the validity of the line~r assumption within the 
.;Jl 
range 
• :·----•-----_- .' ____ 1 •• - ..... ' 
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!. . . .. 6.·· S_UM_MARY. 'AND CONCLUSIONS 




~he objective ··of this research was to determine th~· stati'c ... 
' . 
and fatigue properties of 1/2-ino 270 ksi 7-wire prestressing strand 
and compare the results obtained with those from tests of the con-
ventional 250 ksi 7-wire strando -The ·effect of lowering the tempera-
ture of the t?est specimens was also investigated to determine the 






------------ -------- · -- possibility of a change in the fat·igue life at 101;1 _temperatures. 
_______. __.-..----- r 
. - --- --=·----~---·-------. ··-. --~··· - ·--------·--·---·-· 
----·- - -- - . 
-- -··----.. -··-- ----:-.. --~ ,111.r•·" 
A total o·f ·16 accepted stati.c tests and 178 fatigue tests 
.. 
· · - --- · --weref-conducted on samples obtained from five U.S. manufacturers of 
th~ high strength prestres·sing strand. 
The results of the static tests indicate that the static 
properties of all five samples are fairly- consistent and within the 
. - --- .. ---- ---- - ... .... . -· - . 
---- ----- --·-···· ------------ -
----------------------------------;~-- provisions of ASTM Standard A416-64o The variation observ~d in the - .. ·- ----·- ----·-- ... - --·-·'-· -----·-- --··· ----· - ----··-·--·,-···· ---------. --- ---- - , 
results can be considered as negligible in comparison to the usual 
. ,I 
variation encountered in the surrounding concrete • ' . 
.. ---- ' '···.· ., ..... -·--
--·- ·----------~-------. ·---· .. :._ -··---~-------··--·-·"' 
.. 
l , 
i The fatigue life of the higb strength 1/2-in. 270 ksi I 
I 
, ' 
7.;,wire prestressing st-rand c·ompares favorably with that of the con-
ventional 250 ksi strando The small difference in the results may 
. 
- - -- -~----------------·---· -·----- -· ----- . - ' . 
.. _______ =: .. ~------~--~~-:--.~ be due to the fact that the previous studies were conducted on 
.. -··· .. - . 
.. -·- - - . ··- ·--··---· - ·- --~-·---- - -----···- ···-·----···-··--·---····--·······-·-·-·-·--·-·---··----------------~-·-... " .......... ' 
7/16 .... ine 2~_Q __ ~~-~--- 7-wire as compared to the 1/2--ino strand used in 
·•-····-·---------·--··----·----------·---------- -·------·--·--· -- -····-- .. 
this study o The use of the specified minimum ultimate load as a . ..... ----------- --·----······ 
base upon which to perform the tests, as compared to the actual uiti-
mate load, would not change the results appreciablyo In an attempt :t 
-44-
' .. ,.: 
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I: 
I , 
', · , " . ,·. · .. -. _·. · - to eliminate the effect, of scat:te~._, ___ J;b_re_e___e_q_u_a_t_i_o_ns_ __ were ___ d_e_y_elop_e_d_ 





·1. , .•. .,·-- :, for the ,fatigue life of a specimen, using three f?lightly c;;lifferent · 
."'Q . 
.. - --- '. - -··.···-- -·-------· .~. ·- · .. ,. ,-- -parameters-~ --·-------···-- ···.--·~-------·--,-----·-·-· .... ______ ·---------- . ·-·. -·-· - ... 
The fatigue life of a specimen wa_s found to incr-ease. 
I 
I slightly as· the temperature of the·:~test specimen was reducedo This 







-·------------·- ·----··-~-··· ---- .---~-----
.. 
· increase was not , significant, as the change in temperature was· not· 
) 
great enough to affect the p~opertiese 
. J 
·, 




! """ .. ,~~. ·-- ... ;.. 
- -------------------- ·-------
It was .observed that at stresses in the working load range, 
'· 
the fatigue life .. of a specimen was in the vicinity of approximately 
2,000,000 eye les of loading e Since studies of. pres tressed concrete 
-
- •- . ··:·· .... 






fatigue at a significantly lower number of cy~les, it is suggested 
that. more _t_ests-be- -eonducted--at---the -low--st-ress---r-ange ---level-,--using ·--~--: · 
a test set-up that could ~imulate cracks in concrete c'rossing the 
strand~ At the same time, it would be useful to conduct a dynamic 
strain study to determine the actual distribution of load among the 
seven wire elements •. .. 
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cross-sectional area of prestressing s~rand . 
standard deviation of ~og N 
standard deviation· of'N 
modulus of elasticity f?o,,r prestressii1g strand 
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1.I"' . 
. --- - .. ~-.- - ··'. ·•· - -
expect~d' number of failures in ·specified range of·· Z 
elongation of p~estressing strand 
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_._u 1 t imat_e __ s_tress __ in _stee 1--~--··· 
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minimum specified ultimate stress in s~~el 
$tress 0 steel Oo2% 1.n at 
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steel at lo0% in stress 
Logarithm of N, base 10· 
mean of Log N 
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number of cycles of load to failure ..... ·--· 
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mea·n of fatigue life N .. : .. 
·-number of test specimens in the group 
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minimum spe2°1fied ultimate load 
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minimum dynamic stress as a· percent Qf f '· 
s-ms 
Endurance Limit· 





S .. as a percent of£' 
min · s-ms 
change of var·iab le parameter 
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Table 1 List of Mct;nufacture·rs 
and Plant Locations ' ' 
.. -/ .. 
<,( .. 
• , • I 
Armco Steel Corporation · 
(Union Wire & Rope) 
Bethlehem·Steel Co~poration 
. I 
Colorado Fuel & Iron Corporation 
(John A. Roebling's Sons Division) 
F~lorida Wire & Cable. Company_ 
. '











Jacksonvi 1 le·_ 
. Florida· k, . 
· Waukegan i United States Steel.Corporat-ion (A~erican Steel & Wire Division) /I' 
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Table ·2 Static Properties_ 
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· · ksi 236.0 
kips 36.5 
ksi . · · 237 ~5 
ksi 29,500 
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Maximum 
Stress 
0.85 f' · 
s-ms 
'· 
·o.so £ 0 
s-ms· 
0. 76 . f V 
s-ms 
-- - . : .. - · ..... -··-·-- '. --·--·-·. -
.. -------···--·-------
··-· :·-·· .. . - ·:·· ~··_ '. ~ 
... - .... ·····--- ----
-------·--- ---
0. 72 f~-ms 
L 
Table 3 ·F~tigue Test· Results 
. . 
-- --- · -·---}4I ri:fmum· str·es·s---·-=-,··o ~ 60 -- f v -- ..... _____ -· - --- - - --- .. · - --- --- ·---- -- ··- - -
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.· s-ms ~ 
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• Statistical Results for Tests, on Specimens A, B, .. and C 
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Statistical c9mparison of Low Temperature .Fatigue Test-Data 
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Typical Load-Strain Relationships for ·Prestressing· Strand 
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Fig~ 17 Comparison.of Current Tests.with Previous Research 
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